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ABSTRACT

FASHION AESTHETICS: THE LEGACY OF CHICANA FASHION ON IDENTITY
DEVELOPMENT

By
Diana Cabral
Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies

Chicana fashion supports identity development and it helps Chicanas express their
identity and social and political positions uniquely and in the way they want. Yet, very little
literature is available that focuses on the deeper and more significant aspects of Chicana fashion
that explain how fashion supports identity development in aspects of life experiences, culture,
environment, and politics of resistance to systems of injustice. This qualitative case study
employed the theoretical frameworks of the intersection of race, class, and gender, Chicana
feminist theory and in-depth individual interviews of three Chicana fashion designers and three
Chicana fashionistas to explore the following research questions: 1) How does fashion support
Chicana identity development? 2) What specific elements in Chicana fashion are required to
support Chicana identity or are specific elements required? Four participants reported that
fashion does support their Chicana identity.
ix

The fifth participant reported that fashion supports her identity but she does not identify herself
as Chicana. The sixth participant identifies herself as Chicana but does not believe fashion
supports her identity. My findings are concurrent with existing literature indicating that there is
a relationship between fashion and identity development. The results of the current study have
implications for the study of fashion and specifically how it helps support Chicana identity
development.
Through a creative project consisting of fifteen personal fashion designs, I demonstrate
how clothing actually supports my identity, as it does for many Chicanas. In addition to the six
interviews, my data includes a small collection of photos, paintings, ancient Mesoamerican
figurines/sculptures, murals, and monumental images. I was also interested in seeing through
modern collections whether elements of ancient Mesoamerican culture were visible on the
clothing and so I examined fashion designs by up and coming Chicana fashion designers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Problem Statement

Although fashion and clothing is a huge part of a Chicana’s everyday experiences within
all social realms she is a part of, there are few studies that focus on Chicana fashion and its
relationship to social identity development. Chicana fashion also helps shape social identity
because clothing is very personal and supports the identity of Chicanas not only for themselves
but also to those whom they interact with in their everyday lives. The existing research does not
specifically look at the relationship between identity development and Chicana fashion. In other
words, we lack awareness of many more unique Chicana experiences revolving around clothing
and fashion and how those experiences and the clothing/fashion play a role in their lives and in
the development of their identities. According to Rosecranz, “Awareness of clothing and
appearance is a matter of individual sensitivity and is affected by one’s personal environment,
both past and present” (vii). He also states, “Clothing has value as a social medium….” (viii).
Therefore, in this study I hope to answer the following pertinent question: How does fashion
help support Chicana identity development? For me, a Chicana fashion designer, it has
everything to do with my life experiences, in addition the environment that I am in, my culture,
and politics.
Ever since I can remember, clothing and fashion have had a big significance in my life.
My mother taught me how to sew by hand when I was about nine years old; she learned how to
1

sew when she was a young girl too, her tia (aunt) taught her. The first thing my mother showed
me was how to sew shut a hole in a sock. She explained that by placing a light bulb inside a
sock and pressing the fabric closely to the bulb I would avoid pricking my fingers with the
needle. Putting thread through the eye of a needle is a tricky and frustrating thing to do but my
mom showed me a fast and easy way to do that too and I continue to thread needles the same
way today.
Sewing was commonly done in our family. When I think back to when I was a young
girl, I remember my mom spending a lot of time on the sewing machine. She rarely made things
from scratch; she was more of an alterations person. Every weekend it seems she was altering
something, such as letting out a seam on a pair of one of my brother’s pants or sewing shut a
hole on a pillow case or taking up my other brother’s pants because they were too long. I also
remember my mother helping her aunt make mine and my cousin’s Easter dresses. My aunt
would measure us, cut the fabric pieces and sew most of the dresses together. My mother would
sew on the buttons or trims. When I would receive compliments at school or from family
members about my dresses, I always felt proud to say, “My mom and my aunt made it.” We
lived in my grandmother’s house and I remember my mother’s tia coming over often to sew
something for my mom or for one of the other females in the family. It would get so loud in my
grandmother’s house sometimes because all of the females would sit around the kitchen table to
chismiar (act of gossiping) while tia cut fabrics, my mom sewed, and some of the other women
let out seams on their dresses or tops because they had gotten a little too snug. Sewing did what
food does for many families, it brought us together. The sewing machine was a necessity in our
home. The men in the family were normally not involved in these bonding experiences, at least
not in the actual sewing aspect of it. The only part that involved men was when my mother was
2

altering my brothers’ pants or when she was sewing holes shut on the knee part of their pants or
their socks, which happened often. The older men joined in on the chisme (gossip) every once in
a while.
It was during the social activities mentioned above and through that social realm that I
built a relationship with clothing/fashion and began developing my identity. I didn’t know it
then because I was so young but as we bonded and built strong relationships at the kitchen table,
clothing/fashion was always a part of it and it most definitely helped shape the identities of the
women in my family. We need to document what other social activities Chicanas are partaking
in from a young age to their adult lives that helped them build a relationship with clothing and
fashion and in which social realms they were in when those activities took place.
Since the age of nine until now I have continued sewing. I don’t always have time to
sew. I work often with a wonderful seamstress. Reyna Rivas and I are a great team; I come up
with the design, pick the fabrics, and she does all the rest. My designing experience and interest
grew approximately six years ago when I was invited to participate in a fashion show at the
Ventura County Museum of Art; the theme of the fashion show was El Dia de Los Muertos. The
piece I was to submit needed to represent the four elements, fire, water, earth, and wind, in
whatever way I desired. My design became a fusion of the Gothic look and the 1920’s Victorian
style. Based on the comments I received after the show, it seemed that my fashion piece was
very successful in representing the theme and the elements that were required. I’ve been
designing clothing that represents my culture and my identity ever since that fashion show and as
of today I have organized three of my own fashion shows and have been a part of various other
events that involved clothing and/or fashion design. Clothing and fashion most certainly
3

continue to support my Chicana identity. Having the capability and ability to design clothing
gives me the freedom to express my identity the way I want.
I have found that what also greatly inspires my fashion designs are the places I’ve lived
in, such as Santa Barbara, California, El Paso, Texas, and now Southern California. It is
important to me that elements from all my inspirations are represented in some shape or form in
each of my designs. It is important to me that my experiences while living in El Paso, Texas as a
transnational Chicana are represented on my designs. Many Chicanas live a transnational
lifestyle and express it through their clothing but there is very little research regarding this. The
way transnational Chicanas dress, their unique look, is very likely due to their situation, their
environment because they do live in two worlds. According to Rosecranz, “…people often
adjust their behavior to changing situations. Awareness of situational conditions can be noted by
certain visible cues, of which clothing is one of the most important” (51). He adds, “Even in the
course of daily life, situation after situation requires a change of dress to facilitate and symbolize
the situational changes” (51).
Just basing it on the above statement by Rosecranz, a plethora of research on fashion and
its relationship to Chicana identity development is needed. The Chicana experience is unique in
general, the places she lives add to that uniqueness and we know very little about it because only
a small amount of those experiences are documented.

Description of My Work as Chicana Fashion
My fashion designs are fusions of different fashion styles, colors, images, fabric patterns,
and fabric textures. Combining different fashion elements is my stylistic focus. By taking this
4

designing approach, my choices of what I can do are never ending, sin fin. Also, when I fuse
different styles into one garment, new and one of kind designs develop. In fact, my designer
label is Fusionista; a woman that fuses different elements together, which mirrors my Chicana
identity, a rich mixture of biological and cultural influences. I enjoy replicating garments from
past eras and adding my personal touch to them to make them slightly different, such as 1950’s
Rockabilly and mid 1940’s Pachuca clothing. I also modify existing garments to give them a
fashion boost and at the same time recycle used clothing.
I call my designs Chicana fashion. When people ask me about the clothing I design, I am
usually asked this question: “Isn’t Chicana fashion just replications or designs inspired by past
styles?” My usual answer to this question is: “Chicana fashion is not just replications of
garments from past eras but it most certainly includes replicating. Some of what I do is
replicating garments but I always change some element of the design so that it has my personal
touch to it and so that it has a modern feel. When a particular garment is replicated it will
change in the process regardless, especially if a fashion design is custom made. Unless a
garment is mass produced, replications of garments will never be exactly the same. Even
replications of my own one-of-a-kind designs are not exactly the same.” Chicana fashion
represents the cultural and political context of the present in dialogue with Chicana social
history.
Chicana fashion is not just one look and it does not have to incorporate one specific
element in order for it to be considered Chicana fashion. The look of Chicana fashion varies
from one designer to the next but one thing is certain, if the designer identifies herself as
Chicana; it means that her clothing designs are meant to make political statements. Chicana
fashion was created by its love and respect for cultural traditions, dance, music, and the civil
5

rights movement of the late 60s and 70s to identify and connect it with the fashion mores of
today. Chicana fashion has continued to develop since the 1970s and continues to express a
politics of resistance, survival, and the healing power of fashion as art. Chicanas have long
expressed their culture through fashion. Chicana fashion can be feminine or masculine but more
importantly it expresses confidence. The contemporary approach is to use all that Chicanas have
from their own fashion tradition and merge them with the contemporary fashion of the day.

Rosanna Esparza, artist name Zan, one of the research subjects described Chicana fashion
as peace, love & harmony in the symbolic sense and in the physical sense, described it as an
armor. She explained that everything she designs expresses, “I’m a Chicana, I’m from East L.A.
and I love it and I love you. It’s an armor and a message. That is my mind set when I am
creating...” (refer to supplemental document – Transcriptions).
Just about everything we can imagine has been designed and there isn’t anything out
there that no one has already thought of. Much of what designers do today is replicate past
fashion styles but they modify them to give them a modern feel or to give their personal take to
the design. This is why many Chicana fashion designers and fashionistas are influenced and
inspired by the wardrobe of fashion icon and artist, Frida Kahlo. Kahlo’s fashion style definitely
encourages me; I’ve designed and replicated clothing that was worn by Kahlo, such as Tehuana
style tops and skirts. Why is it that so many Chicana designers are inspired by her? I am greatly
inspired by her because despite the fact that her life was not an easy one, she was very outspoken
and courageous, like many Chicanas. She dealt with tremendous emotional pain all her life. She
was a strong minded woman, although she had one big weakness and that was her husband,
Mexican muralist, Diego Rivera. Henestrosa’s statement affirms Kahlo’s strength in this
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statement, “…Kahlo used fashion to channel her physical and emotional insecurities into
statements of strength, heritage, and beauty.” Kahlo motivates me because I simply love her
fashion sense, her love for vibrant colors, how she combined textures and patterns, and the hair
and clothing adornments she often wore. She was, in my opinion, ahead of her time when it
came to fashion and style.
In Uncovering Clues in Frida Kahlo's Private Wardrobe, Circe Henestrosa, the curator of
the exhibition containing Kahlo’s garments at Museo Frida Kahlo, provides a wealth of
information about Kahlo’s connection to clothing, her identity and her style. Henestrosa
explains in the article that clothing had immense meaning to Kahlo and that she used it for
different purposes, such as to expresses strength. Another purpose was to cover her “damaged”
body and another was to provide support for her identity and to express her identity. Henestrosa
explains, ““The Tehuantepec Isthmus is a matriarchal society, so that means women dominate
the culture; they administer the society. Frida Kahlo didn’t just choose any dress from Mexico.
She chose a dress that symbolizes a very powerful woman” and maintained the visibility of
indigenous women through the clothing (see figure 1).
The way she put the clothing pieces together, her style sense, was meant to make cultural
statements. She had a way with clothing and “Frida Kahlo wore her heart on her sleeve….”
according to Oatman-Stanford, author of this article, as do many Chicanas who are also very
direct about their ideas, emotions and politics. Kahlo was a mestiza and she wanted to state that
through her clothing. Henestrosa shares, ““The Two Fridas” is one of Kahlo’s most famous
paintings and the largest one she made. This painting shows exactly what her wardrobe was, with
European pieces and Mexican pieces, and also how her heritage is mixed. She’s a mestiza” (see
figure 2). Heritage and culture were key to Kahlo’s identity. Wherever she traveled, inside and
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outside of Mexico, she made sure to let everyone know she was Mexicana. According to
Henestrosa “…..Frida Kahlo also wanted to portray her Mexicanidad, or Mexican cultural
identity. She wants to feel part of the pueblo, of the people.”
Her wardrobe also made political statements. Henestrosa informs us:
When she decided to wear this Tehuana dress in the 1920s, she wanted to portray
her socialist political beliefs and to look very Mexican. Her reasons went far
beyond wanting to please Rivera. At the same time, because of its geometry and
composition, it was the perfect dress to disguise her imperfections and distinguish
her from her very famous husband. Who else was dressing like that at the time?
Nobody. (“Uncovering Clues”)
This article provided extensive information about Kahlo’s wardrobe but some accounts
stood out the most because they informed us that Kahlo was in many ways ahead of her time
when it came to fashion, such as the above statement and the following statement by Henestrosa
assert: “Her sunglasses are really incredible; they are so contemporary. Any of the objects
displayed could be on a runway today, that’s why I think Kahlo is so relevant. She was ahead of
her time, and she understood dress and fashion and used it to build her persona and her identity.”
(see figure 3 & 4).

For many Chicanas, clothing is also worn to support or develop their identities as well as
to make cultural and political statements. It is not difficult to understand why Chicana designers
and Chicana fashionistas are strengthened and highly stimulated by Kahlo.
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Figure 1
Frida in a Tehuana dress, 1939. Three elements displayed: the floral headpiece, square-cut blouse, and long skirt.
Source: Oatman-Stanford. “Uncovering Clues in Frida Kahlo's Private Wardrobe.” Collector’s Weekly. 1 Feb.
2013: n.pa. Web. 20 Feb. 2014
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Figure 2
In Kahlo’s painting “Las Dos Fridas” from 1939, she is shown wearing both the Tehuana and European fashions.
Source: Oatman-Stanford. “Uncovering Clues in Frida Kahlo's Private Wardrobe.” Collector’s Weekly. 1 Feb.
2013: n.pag. Web. 20 Feb. 2014
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Figure 3
Frida in embroidered blouse and wearing unique
jewelry.
Source: http://www.fridakahlofans.com/chronologyenglish.html

Figure 4
Frida wearing unique jewelry.
Source:
http://events.10news.com/The_Complete_Frida_Kahlo
Her_Paintings_Her_Life_Her_Story_The_Exhibition/
_ 285771457.html

It is apparent through the many photographs that exist of Kahlo that she loved to adorn
her body with vibrant, colorful clothing as well as with jewelry and hair accessories. Vibrant
colors had meaning to her. This is also apparent through her paintings. Vibrant colors have
always captured my attention. I have always loved the idea of having different colored walls in
my home, like the walls in many Mexican homes in Mexico and here in the U.S. Vibrant colors
are a huge part of the Mexican and Chicana/o culture; you see vibrant colors on almost
everything, such as on furniture, clothing, Mexican folklorico dresses and in Mexican art. There
are even studies that explain that vibrant colors bring happiness out of people.
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Many Chicana designers also turn to Mesoamerica for inspiration (see figure 5 & 6). I’ve
often been asked, “Why is there a reference to Mesoamerica in most Chicana fashion? What is it
making visible? What individual & group identity is it constructing?” My answers to these
questions are: “Chicanas are mestizas who honor and respect their indigenous lineage. Since the
Chicano movement, a reclaiming of indigenous ancestry has continued to evolve in Chicana
identity. Mesoamericans represented their deep relationship to the natural, cosmic forces
through numerous personified deities. Goddesses, such as Coatlicue (Mother Earth) (see figure
7) from the Aztec civilization, Ix Chel (Moon goddess) (see figure 8) from the Mayan
civilization, and Coyolxauhqui (Moon goddess) (see figure 9) from the Aztec civilization, were
viewed as powerful. Many Chicanas view Mesoamerican goddesses in the same regard or they
are simply inspired by the symbolism of these goddesses or by Mesoamerican female deities
presented in mythologies.

Figure 5
Mayan figurine, female. 6th – 8th century B.C.
Source: http://edgarlowen.com/a47apc.shtml
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Figure 6
Aztec figurine, female. 15th to early
16th century B.C.
Source:
http://www.pinterest.com/gphoenix42/artifacts/

Figure 7
Coatlicue – Aztec mother earth
Source: http://art.pomona.edu/category/events/

Figure 8
Ix Chel - Mayan moon goddess
Source: http://mayamoonhealingarts.com/ixchel-maya-goddess/

Figure 9
Coyolxauhqui – Aztec moon goddess
Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coyolxauhqui_disc.JPG
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I like to fuse Mesoamerican elements with my contemporary designs. On some of my past
designs I have added artwork that is Mesoamerican influenced. I’ve seen the work of various
Chicana designers and have noticed that some of them add Mesoamerican images to their
designs and some make replicas of ancient Mesoamerican garments. I’ve also designed
garments that are Mesoamerican inspired and have replicated garments that were commonly used
in ancient times, such as the wraparound skirt. I like the wraparound skirt because it’s easy to
design and it can be made in absolutely any color or fabric pattern. The wraparound skirt has
come in and out of fashion over the years but it signifies a lot more than just a style for me, it
also signifies a connection to my ancestors.
Amoxtli are ancient texts and are great to refer to when seeking inspiration from ancient
garment styles. Amoxtli are also great to look at if curious about decoration or the colors used
on ancient Mesoamerican clothing. Images I have seen in amoxtli or clothing depicted on the
ancient Mesoamerican clay figures I have analyzed have on a few occasions, inspired some of
my wraparound skirt and top designs. Through amoxtli I have also learned that items like shells,
bird plumage and precious stones were often used on clothing for decoration purposes. The way
clothing looked was important to Mesoamerican people as it is to Chicanas today. The influence
of ancient Mesoamerica is always there because of who and what we are. By observing the
ancient texts, figurines, and other ancient artifacts we are able to see how elaborate or simple,
how colorful or decorated the clothing was in Mesoamerican times.
A reference to Mesoamerica in Chicana fashion also expresses that it is important for
Chicanas to maintain a connection to their Indigenous roots. We live in a patriarchal society and
many religions worship only male gods or saints. Fashion gives Chicana designers the
opportunity to glorify female gods, re-center the sacred feminine and to give women in general
14

respect and to demonstrate through clothing how important indigenous ancestors and their
cultures are. The simple fact that fashion is considered or described as Chicana fashion signifies
that love and respect for culture and tradition is there but it also means that women are given
importance.
After attending a presentation at the Los Angeles Contemporary Museum of Art
(LACMA) on May 7, 2011, titled the Children of the Plumed Serpent: Constructing Elite Status,
regarding clothing, jewelry, and bodily adornment in ancient and colonial Mesoamerica, I
learned that clothing did help develop and support the identity of Mesoamerican people. The
description of the presentation stated:
Clothing, jewelry, and bodily adornment were invested with the power to
transform a person into a ruler, a warrior, or even a deity in ancient and colonial
Mesoamerica. This lecture examines the ways that noble men and women used
dress to embody high status and qualities of leadership. (“LACMA”)
The presenter, Lisa Sousa, also explained that identity was very important to Mesoamerican
people and that clothing, which was very much a part of their culture, represented their
consciousness and expressed whom and what they were.
As the Chicana/o/Mexican-American population continues to grow in Los Angeles and
throughout the United States, it is important for Chicana and Chicano professors to influence and
persuade Chicanas to document their stories. An opportune time for them to do this is while
completing a thesis through master’s degree programs; therefore, professors and institutions of
higher learning need to also make sure that Chicanas are making it through the educational
pipeline so that they can accomplish this. While completing programs of higher education,
15

Chicanas need all the support systems they can get to strengthen their identities, to bond with
other Chicanas so that they support each other, one of the best ways to build connections is
through clothing, as was done during Mesoamerican times and during the 1940s pachuco/a era.
It is extremely important that more Chicanas graduate with master’s degrees. It is also extremely
important that they express pride in their identity and that they demonstrate their values and who
they are. Clothing can help them express this pride and consciousness.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Introduction
Although fashion is very personal and a huge part of a Chicana’s everyday experiences
within all social realms she is a part of, there are few studies that focus on Chicana fashion and
its relationship to social identity development. Chicana fashion helps shape and support social
identity not only for themselves but also to those whom they interact with everyday of their lives.
The research that exists does not specifically look at the relationship between identity
development and Chicana fashion. Therefore, in this study I hope to answer the following
pertinent question: How does fashion help support Chicana identity development?
The highly developed Mesoamerica civilizations consisted of extremely stratified
societies. In order to distinguish whether a civilian was a noble, artisan, commoner or slave,
specific clothing with specific adornment was worn. Although the various classes wore the same
garment design, their apparel varied markedly in fabric and degree of ornamentation. (Anawalt,
1981:214). Feathers, shells, turquoise beads, elaborate patterns, and fine materials were only
worn by the elite. Unfortunately we do not have a clear understanding of what life was like
specifically for ancient Mesoamerican women because there is not sufficient evidence, however,
the evidence that does exist, such as codices, amoxtlis and ancient figurines, suggest that identity
supported by clothing and adornments was just as important to women as it was to men.
Clothing in ancient Mesoamerica was a big part of what shaped the social identity of its civilians.
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As descendants of ancient Mesoamerican peoples, understanding of self and identity is as
important to Chicanas. This was greatly expressed in the mid 1940’s through the zoot suit
clothing styles worn by many Chicanas, but in no other time was understanding of self and
identity expressed more than in the late 1960’s. Chicanas and Chicanos in the late 1960’s formed
a movement that not only fought for equality in the schools and in the communities but it also
stood for pride in one’s culture and identity, or self-determination. In addition, Chicanas fought
against gender inequality within the movement itself and within their communities. Chicanas
were very vocal in the late 1960’s about what they wanted and about who and what they were
but this was not the only way they expressed themselves to society as a whole. Chicanas were
also able to demonstrate self- determination, consciousness of identity and express cultural and
ethnic pride through mediums like art and clothing. Their fashion aesthetic expressed their
identity without them having to actually say a word. According to Gurel and Horn (1981), two
writers that I will discuss further in the body of this review, “As a nonverbal language it
[clothing] communicates to others an impression of social status, occupation, role, selfconfidence, intelligence, conformity, individuality, and other personality characteristics” (2).
Moving forward to the present; since society is still very stratified, Chicanas continue to fight for
gender equality, self-determination, and to be as vocal about identity consciousness and cultural
pride. The role of fashion is even more visible than it was in the 1960’s because of social media.
Fashion and the more visible development of Chicana fashion designers and entrepreneurs
continue to play a large role in the identity formation of Chicanas.
This literature review will look at texts that touch upon the relationship between Chicana
fashion and identity development.

The word fashion, clothing, garment, dress, apparel and

costume will be used interchangeably to refer to items used specifically to cover the body. The
18

theoretical frameworks of the intersection of race, class, gender, and Chicana feminist theory will
be utilized to work at “breaking down the subject-object duality the Chicana/Mestiza is exposed
to on a daily basis” in all social realms she is a part of in order to work towards “a new mestiza
consciousness, una conciencia de mujer” (Anzaldúa 1999:99). By looking at race, class, and
gender, we bring to the front and center issues that are relevant to the Chicana/o community as a
whole and through this awareness we can help find solutions. This theoretical framework will
also allow me to give the Chicana experience and her cultural values the attention they deserve.
By looking at all this through a Chicana feminist perspective, society can hopefully “rehumanize” the Chicana and cease from looking at her as an object and better understand her
complexity and choices of dress.

A Review of Literature
Elie Hernandez’s book, Postnationalism in Chicana/o Literature and Culture, is
important to this study, particularly her chapter, “Chicana/o Fashion Codes: The Political
Significance of Style”, because she focuses on what occurs after the relationship between
clothing and social identity has been established, leading to the political significance of clothing.
According to Hernandez, Chicanas then express their understanding of self (identity) and group
membership through what she calls fashion codes. She explains that fashion codes “address the
network of ideas and circular interpretations that form stylistic sensibilities, disseminated in a
semiotic interpretive field” (110). In order for fashion codes to be interpreted by society they
need to be visible and spread through what she calls fashion statements. “Fashion statements,
especially within an ethnic community, are a salient rejoinder to a lack of political inclusion,
especially as the distinctive elements of communities of color coordinate fashionable expression
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to resist normative constructions of racialized citizenship” (110). Hernandez also informs us that
“The political use of clothes or fashion elicits a “stylization” of ethnicity and captures
Chicanas/os’ subject formation across the vast historical and intersectional political moments of
identity play” (109).
Hernandez adds that while fashion codes are addressing networks of ideas, they are “at
the same time delineating identity and community in a way that informs new resistances and
methodologies” (110). It is through Hernandez’s focus on expression and specific elements of
ethnic communities that I believe address the relationship between Chicana fashion and social
identity development. Many people view fashion as art and this is an example of how fashion
can also be utilized as a vehicle of creativity and political expression, in this case, expression of
identity and resistance. The fact that clothing can be unique to an individual or a community is
important when wanting to make a political statement. The fact that a clothing piece can be
used to make a political statement is unique in itself because that statement piece is given a level
of power that is influential enough to be embedded in people’s consciousness for significant
periods of time and it can also create followers.
Symbolism, fashion statements and power of clothing are examined in “Body, Dress,” by
Laura Perez in Chicana Art: The Politics of Spiritual and Aesthetic Altarities. Perez focuses on
the symbolism of clothing that is part of Chicana art installations and in the same chapter
explains how clothing or dress delineates identity and/or community in this manner:

Dresses, like other forms of dress and body ornamentation, are props in racialized
constructions of identities, as well. Thus, in the United States, for example, where
the majority of domestic workers are Latina or African American, and racist
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assumptions about the inherent or cultural inequality of people of color continue
to circulate, the uniform of the servant or nanny is likely to connote women of
color in particular, while the power suit for women is more likely to call up
images of Euro American or “Westernized” women of particular classes. (51)

Perez’s entire book is dedicated to the examination of the spiritual in the work of various
Chicana artists and how it is represented in visual, installation, or performative art. Perez
explains that she randomly selected post-1965 artwork by various Chicana artists, specifically
artwork produced between 1985 and 2000, which she states, “arrived at idiosyncratically and in
not altogether clear ways” to find within the artwork what she perceived to be “different
approaches to the spiritual as an emerging or re-emerging terrain of discussion, alongside abiding
concerns with racialization and gender, sexuality, and class inequities” (13).
Perez examines class & gender inequalities and identity through Chicana artist Diane
Gamboa’s paper fashions. Perez explains that many of Gamboa’s paper fashions and the titles of
the pieces were created to point out the constraints that fashion can impose on women, such as
gender production and gender inequality. Perez describes Gamboa’s paper fashions in this
manner:
….her paper fashions function like voguing and drag, appropriating and enacting
supposedly class-specific and “racial” attributes signified by clothing and
demeanor, through cross-class, cross-“racial,”, and cross-gender dressing (e.g.,
She on He; He Wares Her Well; Boy Blue as Girl) (72).
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Gamboa’s pieces are made of cardboard and paper and meant to be thrown away to
demonstrate that “couture” designs can be made by anyone in any economic class as long as they
have the right tools, creative capacity and a minimal budget to make them. It is because of
economic constraints but the desire to own high fashion pieces that many Chicanas design and
make their own clothing.
Amalia Mesa-Baines looks at another form of visual expression that can easily be made
with the right tools but unlike Gamboa’s paper fashions, it is not meant to be discarded but
actually made out of discards. In “Domesticana: the sensibility of Chicana rasquache” she
examines Chicana rasquache, the counterpart of rasquachismo. This form of expression is not
about a desire for high fashion but more about a desire to express pride and dignity through
something made by one’s own hands and using what is accessible. More specifically,
rasquachismo is an aesthetic expression that is made from discards and pieces of just about
anything, which are then “recombined with elaborate and bold display in yard shrines (capillas),
domestic décor (altares), and even embellishment of the car” (Mesa-Baines 3-4).
Rasquachismo derives from the Chicano experience, which in most instances is one that includes
poverty, resistance, defiance and survival. It is a way to demonstrate that from the discards and
pieces of items collected along the way through life, something pleasing to the eye can be
created. Chicana rasquache (domesticana), like its male counterpart, developed from resistance
to majority culture and affirmation of cultural values as well as from women’s restrictions with
the culture (Mesa-Baines 7). Domesticana is inspired by personal experiences. Chicanas like
Chicanos also experience poverty, resistance, defiance and survival. Chicanas not only defy
what is imposed on them by Anglo-American cultural identity but they also defy “restrictive
gender identity within Chicano culture” (Mesa-Baines 7).
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The term domesticana is a combination of the word domestic and Chicana. The two
words combined together make sense because it is often in domestic settings that Chicanas tend
to be aesthetically more expressive. After an eight hour work shift, all a working class Chicana
looks forward to is getting home; the place where she is the most comfortable and where she can
express herself how she pleases. The domesticana technique, I believe, does not necessarily have
to be a recombining of discards and pieces of items; domesticana can also be the recombining of
fabric remnants or pieces of material to make a clothing item and then displaying it on one’s
body. Clothing is also very much a part of what makes up a Chicana’s domestic space and it
most definitely can be utilized to express confidence, identity, dignity and pride that she carries
with her in public spaces.
Mesa-Baines explains that domesticana is in a way a technique that Chicanas have
developed in order to subvert what is not supportive of them or that restricts them, such as
mainstream Anglo-American cultural identity. Through this technique, Chicanas can be both
self-determining, inventive, and develop their own identity. Chicanas that design and make their
own clothes while utilizing the domesticana technique, it can be argued, are being bold and
inventive. This is how Chicana fashion, through the domesticana technique, helps support
identity development. It is also through and within this type of work that we can be critical and
apply feminist theory.
Irene Blea does just that; she takes on the topic of identity development and touches upon
fashion through a Chicana feminist’s perspective.

A Chicana feminist perspective is important

if we want to attempt to break “down the subject-object duality the Chicana/Mestiza is exposed
to on a daily basis” (Anzaldúa 1999:99). Blea states, “From their everyday experience emerges a
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value system and a way of life specific to Chicanas, a life manifested in music, literature, art,
politics, criminal justice, health, and diverse personal lifestyles” (63).
I’d like to focus a little more on this value system and how Chicanas approach life.
According to Blea, Chicanas are using an interdisciplinary theoretical approach as well as
holistic approaches “including spiritual elements, to analyze race (ethnicity), class, and gender”
(118). This statement supports Perez’s theoretical perspective about Chicanas using different
approaches to discuss race, class, gender and sex inequalities. In Perez’s book, the focus is on
the spiritual and how Chicanas present and express the spiritual in visual, installation, or
performative art work. The Chicana experience is unique and although it has many similarities
to the Chicano experience, we endure other injustices and discriminations that Chicanos do not.
According to Blea, “They were victimized first for being people of color, and then for being
female. They were further victimized for being poor or lower-class” (125). It is because of all
the injustices Chicanas have experienced, Blea explains, that they have “been active in creating
social change not only in the Chicano community but in the social sciences as well” (117).
Art, as Blea stated, is manifested in the lives of Chicanas. Chicana art is presented in
various forms. Since the late 1960’s it has been a major vehicle for demonstrating and
expressing self –determination, ethnic pride and identity. Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary
defines art as: the conscious use of skill and creative imagination especially in the production of
aesthetic objects (“art” 2013). Based on this definition, Chicana fashion can most certainly be
defined as a form of art. Looking at Chicana fashion as a form of art allows us to argue that
clothing is a part of a Chicana’s value system. A value system, according to Wikipedia online, is
a set of consistent ethic values (more specifically the personal and cultural values) (“value
system” 2013). As part of their value system, clothes become a part and a way of life for
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Chicanas. Clothing; therefore, is very personal to Chicanas. When a Chicana expresses her
cultural values, such as ethnic pride through her clothing, she is letting society know who and
what she is (identity) and what is important to her. Chicana fashion, as part of a personal and
cultural value system, empowers and helps support identity development.
Gurel and Horn’s book, The Second Skin, covers many aspects and theories about
clothing. Western culture is not very open with the idea of letting people walk around
completely naked. In Western culture’s eyes, it is “morally” not correct. For this reason,
clothing has indeed become like our second skin.
Gurel and Horn argue that “The most widely accepted theory used to explain the original
purpose of clothing relates to adornment or decoration, the creative urge for an artistic
experience” (26). In fact, they believe that all people adorn or decorate their bodies in some
shape or form. According to Gurel and Horn, clothing is “one of the most personal components
of daily life, and at the same time it is an expression of social activities deeply embedded in the
cultural patterns of an era” (3). Depending on the era, the amount of clothes we wear and the
style of the clothes can vary greatly. That is because according to Gurel and Horn, style changes
often. Fashion, they explain “is further characterized by its cyclical nature, that is, the gradual
rise, high point, and eventual decline in the popular acceptance of a style” (218).
Style comes down to individual taste. How and what kind of statement a Chicana wants
to make through her clothing will be based on her feelings, values, and political commitments.
The Chicana experience is unique and because of it her fashion can also be unique, one of a kind.
In many ways this makes Chicanas fashion innovators. Stylistic innovation, according to Gurel
and Horn “…often begins outside the mainstream among minorities and categories of people
who are perceived and who perceive themselves as marginal to the dominant culture” (192).
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There are different things to consider when looking at Chicana fashion, such as the style of the
clothing, but symbolism or meaning are probably the most important.

The simple fact that a

woman identifies herself as a Chicana means she is secure with whom and what she is. In fact,
“the term Chicana, like Chicano, self-selectly identifies women with a certain ideology” (Blea x).
The kind of ideology that demonstrates she is a critical thinker and politically conscious. Gurel
and Horn find that symbolism in dress can make a very potent statement if done consciously,
they state, “Symbolism in dress is often unconscious, but a symbol used consciously can be more
powerful: the designer or the wearer, through careful manipulation, heightens the effect that is
being created” (310).
Our biggest influence when it comes to clothing and style choices is culture. Gurel and
Horn explain that “culture is transmitted, transmuted, shared, learned, communicated, and
cumulative” (38). However, culture is not static, it also changes. It is no wonder that in the
fashion world, styles come and go quickly and word about what is in or out is transmitted
quickly as well. We can thank capitalism and America’s biggest cultural influences, the t.v. and
internet for that. For Chicanas, their ethnic culture and political consciousness also heavily
influence their clothing styles.
Culture, once it has gone through the transmitted, transmuted, shared, learned, and
communicated processes, then goes through what I call the acceptance process. All those that
accept the same culture share group consciousness. It is a fact, not everyone will feel a
connection to the same culture. It is also a fact that there will always be different cultures and
some cultural groups will feel that they are superior to other cultural groups. What then occurs is
that the dominant group/society will try to impose their cultural views on others. It is at this
point that the issue of marginalization and resistance arises. Clothes, according to Gurel and
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Horn, help marginalized groups deal with this issue and it also supports identity development.
They state “Marginal groups are characterized by a degree of alienation from the general social
structure, and consequently they are more prone to violate the conventional modes of dress.
Groups that lack full acceptance often seek recognition by establishing their own group codes”
(241). This statement supports Hernandez’ (2009) work concerning fashion codes and fashion
statements, which are established when communities of color are marginalized and become a
way for individuals and groups to identify themselves to each other and to society in general.
Gradually the identification process spreads from individuals to groups of people, and the
individual learns the group values and norms for appearance and behavior (Gurel and Horn 139).
This statement is in direct support of Blea’s (1992) view that a value system and a way of life
emerges from a Chicana’s everyday experiences.

It all comes down to personal experiences

with others in the same group and to feeling as though you are a part of that group. The best
way for anyone to feel a part of a group is to conform or accept that group’s normal and usual
way of dressing. Gurel and Horn state that “Members of marginal groups are usually those who
experience similar problems of adaptation to society and find mutual support in a collective
solution to feelings of powerlessness and isolation” (241). By dressing in the same style for
example, an individual can identify themselves as part of that group and will feel supported by
those in the same group. In other words, an individual will feel that they have something in
common with everyone else in the same group and most importantly will feel a sense of
belonging and connection.
After one has conformed to a certain group’s ways, what comes next? Should the
individual continue conforming and adapting to everyone else’s ways or do they “make a name”
for themselves within that group? The role one plays within a group is very important. What
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about their role within the dominant society? According to Gurel and Horn, “The link between
the individual and society as a whole is provided by the concepts of role and status. In this
respect, clothing is a symbol of the individual’s role and status in society, and it provides rewards
of recognition, approval, and identification for the wearer” (4). They add, “As a nonverbal
language it communicates to others an impression of social status, occupation, role, selfconfidence, intelligence, conformity, individuality, and other personality characteristics” (2).
Diana Crane affirms much of what Gurel and Horn have stated about clothing and how it
communicates one’s social status and identity. In her book (2000), Fashion and Its Social
Agendas: Class, Gender, and Identity in Clothing, she discusses the perception of gender roles
through fashion, an important topic that was not covered in detail in the previous literature.
Crane states “From the perspective of postmodernist theories of gender, which view gender as
constructed through playacting and performance (Butler 1990), female gender may be performed
in different ways” (204). When one thinks of the words playacting or performance, what
probably comes to mind are other words like not real, made up, not serious, or acted-out. Crane
explains that if we look at gender through the perspective that it can be playacted or performed,
clothing can in that case be utilized to help alleviate or destabilize gender roles. The actual
clothing, in other words, can help females perform their gender roles in a manner that is not “the
norm.” This view is similar to Perez’ in her discussion of Diane Gamboa’s paper fashions,
which she explained were created to point out the actual constraints fashion can impose on
women, such as gender production and gender inequality. In Gamboa’s case, even the materials
she uses for her fashions are not the norm.
Crane also looks at how people perceive themselves in society and how clothing
demonstrates that perception. According to Crane “One of the most visible markers of social
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status and gender and therefore useful in maintaining or subverting symbolic boundaries,
clothing is an indication of how people in different eras have perceived their positions in social
structures and negotiated status boundaries” (1). The way one perceives themselves and their
position in society has much to do with how they present or identify themselves in a society.
Crane agrees with this statement. According to Crane, “Clothing, as one of the most visible
forms of consumption, performs a major role in the social construction of identity” (1). We’ve
also learned from the other literature that constructing one’s identity is not that simple. Identity
development is a complex process; one has to undergo many experiences in life before we are
secure with our identity. Crane explains that before an identity is developed, a process has to
occur first that requires the creation of what are called “self-narratives.” She states, “Selfnarratives contain her understandings of her past, her present, and her future. These
understandings change continually over time as she reassess her “ideal” self in relation to her
changing perceptions of her mental and physical self on the basis of past and present
experiences” (10).
Crane’s work also supports Hernandez’ (2009) and Gurel and Horn’s (1981) work
concerning the relationship between marginalized groups and clothing. She too believes that
stylistic innovation is something that begins among minorities and within groups of people that
feel they have been marginalized by the dominant culture. Stylistic innovation also goes through
its own process. Before a clothing item is introduced as new; the innovator of that item had to
design and create that item. The look, color and shape had some kind of meaning to the
innovator, there’s no way around that process. In other words, specific items were put together
intentionally. This type of process is very similar to domesticana; the technique Mesa-Baines
discussed in her 1999 article. Crane calls it bricolage and explains that it is the fourth category
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in a typology that demonstrates different ways in which material culture is used. Bricolage “is
putting together different items and images to create an original costume that is meaningful to
the individual” (Crane 190).
Based on the creation process Crane (2000) explained to us, Chicana fashionistas and Chicana
designers also go through the “self-narratives” process. Looking at their past, present and future and
understanding it is required in order for Chicanas to develop their identity. Again, just the simple fact
that a woman identifies herself as a Chicana tells us that she understands who and what she is. It also tells
us that she understands historical political struggle and fights for social change, often times is an activist
and movement-builder that possesses critical consciousness.

Much of a Chicana’s self-knowledge comes from her connection to ancient Mesoamerica
and many Chicana’s fashion inspiration derives from ancient Mesoamerica as well. Chicanas are
conscious of who and what they are; they are mestizas, of mixed blood. For that fact plenty of
Chicana fashion makes reference to Mesoamerica. Anawalt (2007), in The World Wide History
of Dress, describes ancient Mesoamerican society in this way:
The Mesoamerican population was divided into nobles, artisans, commoners and
slaves, and all classes were deeply influenced by one of history’s most pervasive
and complex religious-ritual systems. In the service of this all – encompassing
ideology was a great elaboration of art and architecture – lofty pyramids, fine
ceramics, colorful murals, monumental sculpture, magnificent textiles – as well as
a complex calendrical system that served both divinatory – religious needs and,
more practically, secular ends. (423)
Since the Mesoamerican population was divided into various classes, the only way to
decipher the status of a citizen was through their clothing. Not all women and men were allowed
to wear the same thing or use the same types of fabrics, jewelry or decorations on their clothing.
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The common Aztec women’s indispensable bottom garment for example was the wraparound
skirt (see figure 2). It was either made of cotton or bast fiber with very basic weaving patterns.
Cotton was the most common material used in Mesoamerica as well as fibers from the agave and
yucca plants; therefore, the nobility also used these materials to make their garments, except that
their garments had fine weaving, elaborate patterns, and utilized fancy ornamentation like shells
and turquoise beads. The garments of the nobility were also colored with specific dyes from
insects, indigo, or iron oxide. The commonly used upper garment for Mesoamerican women at
the time of the Spanish Conquest was the huipil which in Nahuatl means blouse. Elite Aztec
women wore richly painted, wide, sleeveless huipils (see figure 3). Women also used the
quechquemitl, quechtli meaning “neck” and quemi “to put on a manta or cape” (see figure 8).
Some form of the quechquemitl, according to Anawalt (1981), was used in all regions. In ritual
pictorials, like that of the Borgia Group codices, the quechquemitl occurs repeatedly but is
frequently worn by certain goddesses (Anawalt 194). Archaeological evidence, such as
sculpture/figurines, codices and amoxtli are very important when trying to examine
characteristics and purpose of pre-contact Mesoamerican clothing. A reference book from Rai
University regarding fashion in its historical and contextual form informs us that “The elements
of prehistoric civilization today revealed by archaeological excavations provide a certain amount
of information, if not about the actual costume worn by the people, at least of the state of their
material culture at particular periods and of its development” (9). Robin supports this statement
and states “By accessing archaeological evidence on ancient social life we can document the
diverse lives and roles of people in the past” (qtd. in Hendon and Joyce 148).
My study will focus on Classic Maya (AD 250 to 900) and Post-classic Aztec clothing
(period between the year 900 and the conquest of Mesoamerica by the Spaniards, which occurred
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between 1521 and 1697). I’ve chosen the Classic Maya and the Post-Classic Aztecs because of
the intellectual achievements accomplished during the time they reigned and because of the array
of archaeological evidence available for these two civilizations. Robin explains that, “Classic
Maya society was large, diverse, and complicated” (qtd. in Hendon and Joyce 148). The Maya
of Southern Mexico not only surpassed other people of ancient America in intellectual
achievements, they also surpassed them in architecture and in their sophisticated artistic style
which was very elegant and complex. The Aztec civilization advanced quickly. Their empire
was born in the short period between 1325 and 1440. Their small and large scale sculpture
expressed masterful technique and it was very realistic in style.
The development, advancement and complexity of these two civilizations, in particular as
represented through their sculpture, can tell us a lot about the costuming/clothing worn by the
people. Monumental images and murals also tell us a lot about what the people were wearing.
This is why I will specifically be looking at and analyzing the clothing depicted on figurines,
murals and monumental images. It is important for me to look at and analyze as much
archaeological evidence as possible in order to understand the present. This is one major reason
why the discipline of Anthropology is important to this study. According to Joyce “comparisons
of royal monumental images of people and small-scale human figurines have illustrated
differences and similarities in royal and noble Maya portraits of social diversity – particularly
gender, age, and occupational difference” (qtd. in Hendon and Joyce 151). Joyce adds “By
comparing representations of people in monumental art and small-scale figurines we are able to
document both similarities and differences in royal and noble representations of social difference
in Classic Maya society” (qtd. in Hendon and Joyce 153). Also, by comparing the dress of royal
and noble Maya people as it is depicted on sculpture, murals and monumental images, we can
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document common dress style among royal people and noble people. Evans supports the
statement that social diversity is determined by looking at the clothing worn by the people. She
states, “People everywhere and in all phases of history have advertised their social and economic
status through their clothing and ornaments, cosmetics and hairstyles” (498). She adds “The
Aztecs brought this to a high art…..” (498). An additional reason why I chose to focus on Postclassic (period between the year 900 and the conquest of Mesoamerica by the Spaniards, which
occurred between 1521 and 1697) Aztec clothing.
Clothing helped citizens in Mesoamerican societies decipher each other’s class and it also
helped them develop their identities. Particular garment types, such as the quechquemitl, played
a big role in this aspect prior to and after the Spanish conquest. Mixtec codices and other
archaeological evidence provide sufficient evidence that the quechquemitl was used in many
Mesoamerican regions prior to European contact. Except that it was mostly utilized as part of
the attire for specific Aztec goddesses for ritual (see figure 1).
There is no evidence that Mixtec women ever wore it as everyday apparel. It is also
possible that the garment was restricted to represent goddess status or power symbol and for
those reasons lower class women would not have been allowed to wear it. Anawalt (1981)
informs us that recent research shows that ceremonial and ritual costumes were really the only
garments controlled and that everyday clothing for the lower classes was more varied than
previously thought by scholars (see figures 2 - 5 for examples of garments worn by common
women and elite women).
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Figure 1
Mexica figurine, AD 1325-1521
Chalchiuhtlicue - water goddess wearing quechquemitl
Source: https://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/aoa/s/figure_of_chalchiuhtlicue.aspx
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Figure 2
Post-classic Aztec female commoner

Figure 3
Post-classic Aztec queen

Source for figure 2 & 3: http://www.deviantart.com/morelikethis/325979873?view_mode=

Figure 4
Classic Maya mural - commoner's home
Source: http://counterlightsrantsandblather1.blogspot.com/2012/05/great-maya-cities.html
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Figure 5
Classic Maya noblewoman
Source: http://kamazotz.deviantart.com/art/Classic-Maya-Fashion-392006325

It makes sense in highly stratified societies that clothing for the elite had to have a certain look
and thus particular styles to choose from. Anawalt (1981) supports this view in this statement
regarding Aztec society, “The Aztec costume repertory clearly reflects the culture from which it
came. The sharply stratified nature of the complex society is evident in the degree of elaboration
of the basic garment types that served the society as visual status markers” (194).
Ancient Mesoamerican clothing style still exists, one just has to look at the cotorina; an
ancient garment style still worn by many men in the mountainous highlands of Guatemala (see
figure 6 & 7). The cotorina was very important to the Aztecs, according to Anawalt, which they
called xicolli, the “Godly Jacket.” The xicolli was a ritual garment for the Aztecs, the
Tlaxcalans, the Mixtecs, the Borgia Group peoples, and probably the Lowland Mayas. It also
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served as the principal apparel of the male Mixtec aristocracy (Anawalt 1981). Anawalt (2007)
explains that “The xicolli was worn by deity effigies and priests” and that “The jackets survival
into modern era is probably due to the garment metamorphosing early on from “heathen” deity
attire into innocuous utility wear” (435).

Figure 6
Man in a highland town wearing a Mexican cotorina
Anawalt, Patricia R. The World Wide History of Dress.
Thames and Hudson, C&C Offset Printing Co., Ltd.,
2007, Print.

Figure 7
Stone sculpture of Aztec deity wearing the ritual xicolli
Anawalt, Patricia R. The World Wide History of Dress.
Thames and Hudson, C&C Offset Printing Co., Ltd.,
2007, Print.

It is visually evident that ancient Mesoamerican garment styles and construction inspire
much of Chicana fashion today. Clothing, because it can express plenty about the wearer, is an
art form in that regard. The Rai University fashion reference book explains how this is so:
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Expression through the arts is rooted in a particular culture and historical period.
Certain conventions or customs determine the form and content of art in any
given period. Although the human impulse towards expressing feelings through
art is universal, a complex mixture of social, psychological, determines the
specific expression of an era and aesthetic factors often called the zeitgeist or
spirit of the times. All of the artists or designers of a given period are subjected to
many of the same influences; therefore it is not surprising that even different art
forms may display similar qualities… (5).

For this reason, many Chicanas wear clothing items that are very representative of ancient
Mesoamerica, such as the wrap around skirt. The quechquemitl, a manta or cape like garment,
peasant tops and huipils are also worn by many Chicana’s as everyday apparel (see figure 8).
Some modern quechquemitl and huipils have elaborate, woven decorations on them, as seen on
ancient Mesoamerican women depicted in amoxtli. Some other quechquemitl and huipils are
less decorated and have a bit of a “modern” twist. Some contemporary peasant tops are made of
fabrics not commonly used for traditional Mexican peasant tops. The majority if not all
traditional peasant tops include embroidery but some modern interpretations of the Mexican
peasant top don’t even use embroidery. Modern technology allows images to be printed on to
almost any type of fabric and will make it appear as if the image has been embroidered on to the
fabric (see figure 9). Each wearer or fashionista comes up with their own style or look, each
designer comes up with their own designer signature, it all depends on what they want to express
through their clothing and what inspiration they have drawn from society or what is happening in
society at the time.
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Figure 8
Figure 9
Mesoamerican females in common garments
Chiapaneca heart top by Urban Xic
worn at the time of Spanish contact,
Source: http://www.urbanxic.bigcartel.com/product/chiapaneca-heart-top-plus-size
quechquemitl on the left, huipil on the right.
Source: Anawalt, Patricia R. The World Wide History
of Dress. Thames and Hudson, C&C Offset Printing Co.,
Ltd., 2007, Print.

Chicana fashion certainly has always expressed the spirit of the time, for example the
Pachuca style of the 1940s. During the 1960s Chicana/o movement for civil rights, clothing drew
its influence from the Mexican Revolution and global revolution movements. Many Chicanas
wore brown berets and traditional peasant tops. Often Chicanas in the 1960s also wore the
popular miniskirt to express political assertiveness and sexual liberation. Understanding the
multiple influences of our past means that we are secure with who we are today, which will be
beneficial for us in the future. Clothing has a big impact in this whole process. Through this
selected literature it is evident that clothing communicates identity, that clothing can greatly be
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influenced by a group’s past through reclamation and connection to one’s past and that both our
clothing and our past help support the development of our identity.
In her article, “Archaeology of the Body,” Rosemary Joyce takes great interest in how
clothing can communicate things to people in a non-verbal manner. Archaeologists like her
started taking an interest in the body because they realized that social status could be “read off”
the body and that was important when looking at ancient remains found in what used to be
highly stratified societies. Thus there is a “strong connection between discussions of costume
and identity and the archaeology of economically and socially stratified societies” (Anawalt,
1981 and Kuttruff, 1993, as cited in Joyce 142). Archaeologists assume that clothing and other
objects had meaning to the people they found them on and to the society in which those remains
were found. This assumption has led archaeologists to continue researching the meaning of
ancient objects, like clothing. Archaeologists study the lives and cultures of ancient peoples.
Anthropologists compare societies past and present in order to speculate the original function of
dress (Gurel and Horn 10). According to White (1992), “personal ornaments, perhaps more than
any other aspect of the archaeological record, are a point of access for archaeologists into the
social world of the past “(qtd. in Joyce 143).
“Archaeology of the Body” by Joyce, supports Hernandez’s research on fashion codes.
Fashion codes are ideas that are expressed through clothing and then interpreted and understood
by the viewer. Fashion codes in essence are a non-verbal way to express one’s ideas through
clothing. However, Joyce does not discuss fashion codes per sé, what she does is provide us
with an explanation of how it is that clothing functions as non-verbal communication, like
fashion codes do. Citing Lee (2000), she explains, “…“dress functions as a primary means of
non-verbal communication” emitting “constant, complex social messages that would have been
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intended by the wearer and understandable by the viewer”” (Joyce 142).

Based on this

statement, what is worn may have a clear reason and meaning to the wearer but is it truly always
understood by the viewer?
This is why I find “Crimes of Fashion: The Pachuca and Chicana Style Politics” by
Ramirez important to this study. In the U.S. mainstream, the 1940s Pachuca/o style had for
many years a negative connotation to it; anyone that wore a zoot suit or dressed in the Pachuca/o
style was considered deviant, unpatriotic and disgraceful (see figures 10 – 12). Mainstream
attitudes of the zoot suit were also racist as this style was associated specifically to youth or
people of color. According to online Wikipedia:
The Pachuca look entailed wearing the masculine zoot suit, albeit with
modifications to fit the female form. This was very subversive at the time because
of long-held gender roles that dictated how a person should dress. Sometimes, she
donned the standard heavy gold pocket chain. Another variation involved a
sweater or coat - often a variant on the male zoot-suit finger-tip jacket - over
knee-length skirts, plus fishnet stockings or bobby socks and platform shoes.
Extravagant dresses were and are also common among pachucas. (“pachuco”)

Figure 10
Pachucas wearing sweaters, tops & knee-length skirts – circa mid 1940s
Source: http://vintagegal.tumblr.com/page/1114
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Figure 11
Pachuca wearing a fancy dress – circa mid 1940s

Figure 12
Pachuca wearing zoot suit – circa mid 1940s

Source: http://fuckyeahchicanas.tumblr.com/page/2

Source: http://jaysplayground.blogspot.com/2008/04/zoot-suit-boogie.html

Many Mexican-American parents were against their children dressing in the Pachuca/o
style as young Chicanas and Chicanos were harassed, beaten and condemned because of what
the zoot suit represented; a defiant identity. Pachucas in many ways had it worse than the
Pachucos. Not only did the zoot suit grow to define them as trouble makers and unpatriotic but
it also grew to define them as shameless and sexually loose. Even La Opinión from Los
Angeles, “the Spanish-language daily with the greatest circulation condemned Pachucas for
causing a public uproar” (12). It was not until the 1970s when poets and playwrights declared
the Pachuco a rebel and a hero that the view of the zoot suit took on a different meaning. Luiz
Valdez’s play “Zoot Suit”, which premiered at the Mark Taper Forum in 1978, purposefully
portrayed the Pachuco as a warrior male. According to Aufderheide’s review of the play, “El
Pachuco is more than a character; with the snap of his fingers he controls the very editing of the
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film. But he also occupies a central role in the story” (44). The play also lead to a revival of the
zoot suit style that is still used primarily by young men in the community or barrios
(neighborhoods) today, for many of the same reasons as their predecessors in the 1940s.
What the viewers did not understand is that it was not just because of style that many
Chicana and Chicano youth in the 1940s decided to wear the zoot suit or other clothing items
that were associated with the Pachuca/o style. The reasons they dressed in this way varied.
Ramirez informs us that when she conducted interviews with Mexican-American women,
reasons ranged from pure sartorial to the self-consciously political and for that reason she could
not “ascribe a single meaning or intention to the zoot suit, its use, and its user” (4).

Even

though she was not able to ascribe a single meaning or intention, Ramirez states that “in the
social context in which Mexican-American women wore zoot suits the collective donning of
drapes and rats had meanings – and multiple, very complex ones at that” (4). Drapes are baggy,
pleated, high-waisted trousers and “rats” is the slang term for teased-up hair. The U.S. was in the
middle of a war; this was the social context in which Mexican-American women were wearing
zoot suits. Citing Kelley (1994), Ramirez adds that fear of the war, “the instability of class,
gender, and race categories, and by comparing it to the three other feminine archetypes in the
wartime Angeleno press (the v-girl, the “feminine patriot,” and the female laborer), I show that
the context in which the zoot suit was worn rendered it a political statement” (4). It is true that
some Pachucas were rebellious and were causing an up-roar but most Pachucas were not and just
hung out together and formed groups because they had similar experiences and could relate to
each other. Ramirez describes this time period as “a time when and place where Mexican
Americans were denied full citizenship, the zoot suit articulated (i.e. expressed and linked) the
shared experiences of and a sense of collectivity among working class Mexican American youth”
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(4). This statement supports Gurel and Horn’s view that marginalized groups tend to oppose
conventional ways of dressing and because they are denied full citizenship, they establish their
own group codes. Through this type of collectivity, zoot subcultures were formed. According
to Ramirez the zoot suit style was displayed through the subculture’s codes via the actual
clothing, hair and makeup. The types of codes and political statements Ramirez is referring to
are similar to the fashion codes and fashion statements Hernandez discussed in her work and the
group codes in Gurel and Horn’s work. In current discourse, such as that of the term chipster1,
the significance and understanding of the relationship between Chicana fashion codes and
identity is even more relevant. The term chipster, in the opinion of many Chicanas/os, does not
support our identity in a positive manner and instead of creating a collectivity amongst
Chicanas/os, it has the opposite effect. In addition, it is believed that it diminishes the great
significance of the term Chicana/o. As long as mainstream American society remains stratified,
marginalized groups will continue to display their identity through clothes and it is important that
instead of group codes or fashion statements separating them, it bring them together.
After all the fear, instabilities, marginalization, forming of groups and creating bonds
with those in your group and then expressing your bond and similarities to everyone in that
group through fashion codes and statements, something deeper and more profound develops, and
that is an identity. Ramirez argues the same and believes that the identity of Chicanas at this
time developed via the Pachuca clothing style. She states “I assert that pachucas, like their male
counterparts, carved out a distinct generational and ethnic identity, defied middle-class ethics,
aesthetics, and expectations, and affirmed the qualities of Chicana difference” (4).

1

“chipster.” A portmanteau of the words Chicano and Hipster. They are typically educated, better-off and younger
Mexican-Americans who retain some of their parents' Chicano culture, while also integrating modern American
hipster appearances such as skinny jeans and flannel. Retrieved 1 Aug. 2013 from :
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Chipster
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Conclusion

The literature discussed in this review demonstrates and explains how complex identity
development can be. Although it is a very complex process, fashion/clothing can help support
that process along the way. Identity development is part of a much bigger and complex construct
which needs to be looked at thoroughly. In order to do this we also need to use better and more
complex methods in order to acquire pertinent information. Researchers have many challenges
ahead. Time and effort is mandatory in order to investigate the various social realms and acquire
first hand details and information (ethnographic research) about the meaning of clothing and the
purpose it serves.

The growing presence of Chicana and Chicano scholars will require more

initiative and in essence, a life- long commitment to this type of research. By doing this we will
be able to help the Chicana and Chicano communities acquire a better understanding of who and
what we are and how far we can go if we are secure with our identities, and also understanding
that indeed what we wear can help us express our identity with pride and confidence. By doing
this we can also educate and inform Chicana and Chicano communities of the importance to
advocate for and buy at alternative venues, outside of the mainstream, so that the money we
spend goes back to Chicanas/os that produced the fashion, in essence back to our communities.
It is a fact, clothing is one of the most visible artistic creations and forms of consumption and it
can greatly help support the development and/or construction of identities.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Frameworks

The Intersection of Race, Class, and Gender

The main purpose of a thesis in Chicana/o Studies is to do research on a topic that is
pertinent to one’s community. Another purpose for writing a thesis is to find solutions to
problems affecting our communities and if solutions are not found recommendations should be
made for further research. Hopefully, through continued research solutions will be realized.
This is the reason why I chose to focus on identity development and its relationship to Chicana
fashion. Identity development is part of a complex process that revolves around the way
Chicanas live their lives and their value system. Chicanas encounter many problems while
living their lives and too often those problems are warranted because of race, gender, and class.
These problems cannot be ignored because if they affect any member of the Chicana/o
community, it will eventually affect us all.

When race, class and gender intersect for Chicanas it means that the social location of a
Chicana cannot be understood without analyzing the impact that her race, i.e. skin color, her
class status, and her gender all at once determine how she is viewed in society and within
Chicano culture. This is why the theoretical framework of the intersection of race, class and
gender was utilized for this study. This theoretical framework I believe will help us understand
the negative impact this intersectionality has on Chicanas and it will help point out who, where,
when and how it impacts them. Chicana feminists have held the perspective that the main
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solution if not one of the solutions to the problems Chicanas are experiencing is to create a
paradigm shift; to change the way Chicano communities view and treat Chicanas and the way
society in general views and treats Chicanas. It is also important that the theoretical frameworks
I utilize align themselves with the philosophy of Chicana/o Studies. Part of that philosophy has
been to make changes, such as changing mainstream societies’ views on race. According to
Rudy Acuña, professor Emeritus at California State University, Northridge and first founding
chair of Chicana/o Studies, “As late as the 1960s the emphasis was on identity and racism,
leading to critiques on patriarchy and social and physical marginality” (149). The focus on
gender came later in the 1970s and in response to Chicana feminists being marginalized in the
Chicano movement.

For Chicanas, the intersection of race, class, and gender determine whether Chicanas are
judged, marginalized, discriminated against, and mistreated by the dominant 2 society and even
their own communities. This type of intersectionality occurs often to Chicanas taking on low
paying factory jobs or other service industry work or work as live-in nannies or housekeepers
while they attend school for example. Many Chicanas find themselves having to take on this
type of work because they cannot afford to pay rent for their own studio, apartment or for a
dorm. They are part of the working class and have few options. While some nanny and
housekeeping jobs and/or low paying jobs provide decent pay those are normally the jobs that
require them to be available more than forty hours a week. Women with these jobs generally
need to be available up to sixty hours a week and on most weekends, especially if there are
children involved. Often homeowners /employers are unaware of the lives of their
housekeepers/employees outside of work. Often these working class Chicanas do not have
2

"dominant." The Oxford Pocket Dictionary of Current English. 2009. Retrieved May 20, 2014 from
Encyclopedia.com: http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1O999-dominant.html
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family in the same city because they have moved away to attend school. Some Chicanas are the
sole providers for their families, even while they attend school. If they do have family nearby,
many working class Chicanas rarely get to visit with them because their employers don’t allow
them to have much free time. Many times they experience exploitation because their bosses
know that they need their job and on top of that they are mistreated because of their race and
gender. The mistreatment is almost thought of as normal because it is a common occurrence,
especially to those imposing the mistreatment. Many wealthy home owners make racist
assumptions that Chicanas are culturally unequal for the simple fact that they are women of color
and working class. Working class Chicanas are viewed as objects and therefore, treated as such.
In their own communities, Chicanas may not necessarily experience discrimination based
on their race because of their skin color, especially if they are light complexioned, but they can
certainly experience discrimination based on their gender and class. An example of this type of
discrimination occurred often in the mid-1940s to Chicanas into the pachuca/zoot suit fashion
style. Ramírez, in Crimes of Fashion, explains that middle and upper class Mexican-Americans
judged Chicanas and Chicanos because their zoot suits “may have appeared “loud” (i.e.,
excessive) and pretentious precisely because many of its wearers were working-class…..” (5).
In addition, presumptions were adopted about pachucas, such as the belief that they were
all juvenile delinquents and sexually loose because they wore short skirts, high hair and “loud”
makeup. The Spanish-language daily from Los Angeles, La Opinión, edited by middle class
Latino men, insinuated that pachucas were prostitutes and called their male companions pimps.
It appears that no matter what Chicanas were doing in the mid-1940s, such as joining the work
force like many other wives and mothers had during WWII, because they were from the working
class, they were either “trashy”, sexually loose or delinquents. If Chicanas wore a zoot suit, they
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were labeled all of the above and more. Citing cultural anthropologist, Sherry B. Ortner;
Ramírez informs us that these types of views are adopted because “the working class is cast as
the bearer of an exaggerated sexuality, against which middle-class respectability is defined (9).
Ramírez adds:

As working-class women who wore “very shiny” attire and “very high” coiffures,
pachucas were denigrated as oversexed and were excluded from middle-class
definitions of feminine beauty and respectability. Ironically, even though their
makeup and garments may have been signs of disposable income and evidence of
class mobility, they marked them as “trashy” and “vulgar.” That is, they marked
pachucas as lower-class and thus, as sexually available. (9-10)

Chicanas experience double or triple discrimination not only in their own communities
and the work place but throughout their educational experience in academia, elementary school,
middle school and high school. In “Star Struck”: Acculturation, Adolescence, and the MexicanAmerican Woman, 1920-1950, Ruiz provides us with real life examples of when adolescent
Chicanas were being discriminated against in the schools during this time period. She acquired
the real life examples or data from social science fieldwork and oral interviews housed in
university archives. The oral interviews had been conducted with adolescent women and their
parents. To get an idea of the women’s family economic status, Ruiz provides us with this
background information: “With one exception, all are U.S. citizens by birth and attended
southwestern schools. Ten of the interviewees were born between 1913 and 1929. Although
two came from families once considered middle class in Mexico, all can be considered working
class in the United States” (qtd. in Gutiérrez 126-127).
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What we know from this information is that these adolescent women and their families
were poor by U.S. economic standards. Due to this fact and because they were women of color;
a great deal of discrimination was imposed on them. Ruiz informs us that in 1930, only 2.6
percent of the Mexican women working held clerical jobs and that the anthropologist Ruth Tuck
had noticed a dichotomy between training and placement of these women in clerical jobs. Ruiz
states about Tuck’s research “When she asked one teacher why Mexican women were being
trained for clerical positions largely closed to them, the educator replied, “ ‘To teach them
respect for the white-collar job’ ” (qtd. in Gutiérrez 128). Tuck added, “ Skin color also played
a role in obtaining office work. As one typing teacher pointed out to young Julia Luna, “ ‘Who’s
going to hire you? You’re so dark’ ” (qtd. in Gutiérrez 128).

In institutions of higher learning issues regarding the intersection of race, class and
gender remain prevalent. Spade believes this is largely due to the hierarchical structures of
universities. Basically those at the top in the ivory tower allow for discriminatory practices to be
common on universities grounds. Spade states “...the university is both a location of the
production of knowledge that is often central to sexist, racist, capitalist, and imperialist regimes
of practices and a place where structures of laboring are articulated through these forces” (qtd. in
González et. al 186). Blea agrees that the discrimination derives from practices or activities in
academia. She states:

It was minority women who made it clear to white women, social scientists, and
society in general that they were doubly discriminated against, and that the
discrimination manifested itself in social activity that inverted and victimized
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them again. They were victimized first for being people of color, and then for
being female. They were further victimized for being poor or lower-class. (125)

Dovidio believes that in academia women of color are discriminated against because they are
viewed as incompetent. He states “The frequent questioning of competence that is directed at
women of color, which may sometimes be echoed by women and men of color themselves, is not
new. In the past, their competence was openly questioned, but now it is whispered about or held
in silent suspicion.” (qtd. in González et. al 114)
This study focuses on Chicanas, their fashion choices, and their life experiences and in
order to better understand how the intersection of race, class and gender constructs presumptions
about Chicanas and how these presumptions are often based on or reflected in Chicana’s fashion
choices, and Chicana’s use of self-affirming fashion as a strategy to empower and defy false
these presumptions. I look at life experiences and history in which Chicanas were represented
and treated negatively by mainstream society. I also look at life experiences in which Chicanas
were judged, treated badly, and experienced oppressive attitudes and treatment from their own
communities because of their fashion choices. A negative time period for many Chicanas was
in the mid-1940s. At this time the country lived in fear because of the war and the instability of
race, class and gender was an added stressor for Chicanas. Chicanas experiencing and living the
same type of lives came together in support of each other and in the process they created their
own fashion style; they established their own group codes and it was called the zoot suit or
Pachuca style. The female version of the zoot suit even consisted of the gold pocket chain.
Some Pachucas wore sweaters or coats, knee length skirts, fishnet stockings or bobby socks and
platform shoes. If they could afford it pachucas bought and wore fancy dresses. They came up
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with their own versions of Peek A Boo hair do’s and hair waves. The zoot suit fashion style was
expensive in general. The zoot suit or Pachuca style was mainly a political statement against
what they were experiencing at the time. Ramírez describes this time period as “a time when and
place where Mexican Americans were denied full citizenship” (4). They (Pachucas) resented
and resisted their comparison to the three feminine archetypes of the time, the v-girl, the
“feminine patriot,” and the female laborer. They were appalled for being described as sexually
loose and they were frustrated for being considered unpatriotic. They were sick and tired of
being marginalized because of their gender, race and class.
Gurel and Horn explain in The Second Skin that clothes help marginalized groups deal
with oppressive issues and that it also supports identity development. They state “Marginal
groups are characterized by a degree of alienation from the general social structure, and
consequently they are more prone to violate the conventional modes of dress. Groups that lack
full acceptance often seek recognition by establishing their own group codes” (241). Ramírez
supports this view and in regards to Pachucas in the 1940s, states “the zoot suit articulated (i.e.
expressed and linked) the shared experiences of and a sense of collectivity among working class
Mexican American youth” (4).
Erroneous presumptions and misconceptions over many years have been constructed
about Chicanas and Latinas solely because of their race, class, gender and fashion choices, which
were and continue to be unprovable. For example the presumption that Pachucas were sexually
loose because of the way they dressed, and the presumption that Chicanas in the mid-1940s were
unpatriotic, when in reality “It’s estimated that anywhere from 13.9 percent to 18.6 percent of all
Mexican Americans joined the military during World War II” (“Mexican American Soldiers”).
Including also the presumption that Chicanas/Mexicanas/Latinas working as nannies,
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housekeepers, servants or in other service industries are culturally or socially inferior. In “Body,
Dress” Perez delves deeper on the presumed meaning of the nanny uniform through an
installation by Chicana artist Yolanda Lopez. According to Perez, the intention of Lopez’
installation, The Nanny, was to point out the dictates of dress within a culture and a historical
moment. Perez states “The Nanny succeeds in such a project, bringing into view the power
differentials among women of different classes and ethnicities through an exploration of dress
and media representation of the relationship between women positioned differently by ethnicity
and class” (52).
Chicanas experience harsh things in life for the simple fact that they are poor. They are
positioned differently as Perez explained. According to Blea being poor makes others believe
that a poor person can be treated as an object. She explains, “Class discrimination, on the other
hand, victimizes the poor. Those with resources take advantage and may abuse the poor” (121).
Chicanas, because they are women, experience much mistreatment. In addition, because they
are women of color, Chicanas struggle on a daily basis to defy the unjust politics of the dominant
culture. Their struggles don’t end there. In addition, Chicanas defy repressive gender roles
prescribed to them by their own communities. Mesa-Baines explains, “Chicanas not only defy
what is imposed on them by Anglo-American cultural identity but they also defy “restrictive
gender identity within Chicano culture” (7). Unfortunately the negative aspects of traditional
culture play a key role in their communities. Chicana feminist Gloria Anzaldúa has written
about the way Chicano/Mexican culture can negatively affect women. She states “I abhor some
of my culture’s ways, how it cripples its women, como burras, our strengths used against us,
lowly burras bearing humility with dignity. The ability to serve, claim the males, is our highest
virtue” (1987, 21). Blea has a similar view point about Chicano/Mexican culture and states that
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“Chicanas have been socialized to believe that marriage, children, and family are the most valued
aspirations” (72). She adds “Educational pressures plus any one of a variety of dysfunctional
coping skills further diminish the life chances of Chicanas (72).
In “Star Struck” Ruiz also provides us with real life examples of how culture affected
Chicanas in the 1930s – 1940s. We learn from Ruiz that in the early 1930’s, more and more
young women were becoming wage earners and because of that, they felt more independent and
assertive and participated in more activities outside the family home. Some Chicanas were
earning enough money to move out on their own or share an apartment with a friend. However,
in order not to face family disapproval or ostracism, “they defied parental authority by sharing an
apartment with female friends” (qtd. in Gutiérrez 128). Some older adolescent Chicanas were
influenced to leave their home because they were “star struck” and wanted to become actresses
like Dolores Del Rio. The Spanish-language newspaper La Opinión also influenced many
adolescent Chicanas to live out their star fantasies. Americanization, according to Ruiz “seemed
to seep into the barrios from all directions – from schools, factories, and even their ethnic press.
Parental responses to the Americanization of their children can be classified into two distinct
categories: accommodation and resistance” (qtd. in Gutiérrez 130). For adolescent Chicanas that
remained in the home, usually because their parents did not allow them to move out, another
topic became an issue for them and, that was their personal appearance. Ruiz explains:

Differing opinions over fashions often caused ill feelings. One MexicanAmerican woman recalled that, when she was a young girl, her mother dressed
her “like a nun” and she could wear “no makeup, no cream, no nothing” on her
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face. Swimsuits, bloomers, and short skirts also became sources of controversy.
Some teenagers left home in one outfit and changed into another at school. (133)

Culture and traditions did not make life easy for first generation, born in the U.S., MexicanAmericans. Culture, it seems did not allow them to develop their identities easily or freely.
Culture had them jumping over many hurdles all throughout their lives. I am also a first
generation, Mexican-American but the life experiences of these earlier generation Chicanas were
certainly different than mine. The big difference is that I was born in the early 1970s, a totally
different time period and most of these women were born in the early 1900s and late 1920s.
During the period between 1920 and 1950, Chicanas who experienced the “wrath” of
Chicano/Mexican culture, according to Ruiz, “had three options: they could accept the rules set
down for them; they could rebel; or they could find ways to compromise or circumvent
traditional standards” (qtd. in Gutiérrez 135).
By understanding how the intersection of race, class, and gender impacts Chicanas, we
can hopefully set out to do what I stated in Chapter 2, which is to break down the subject-object
duality issue once and for all.

Chicana Feminist Theory
“The struggle of the mestiza is above all a feminist one.” (Anzaldúa)

There is no doubt that what Chicanas experience is unique and it is attributable to the fact
that they are always in a liminal state; their lives are always transitioning, whether it is their
consciousness or their culture or something else. Unfortunately they often experience
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discrimination while living their unique lives. They are often objectified because they are poor
women of color. According to Blea, this is directly related to power and resources. She states
“Those with resources take advantage and may abuse the poor” (121). The subject-object
duality issue is a daily problem for Chicanas within and outside of their own communities.
Gender roles are prescribed to them because of their culture and in most cases they do not have
any say in the matter. Anzaldúa has written about Mexican/Chicano culture and how much she
despises some aspects of it because it negatively affects women. She states, “I abhor some of my
culture’s ways, how it cripples its women, como burras, our strengths used against us, lowly
burras bearing humility with dignity. The ability to serve, claim the males, is our highest virtue”
(1987, 21).

It is essential that the theoretical framework of Chicana feminist theory be utilized for
this study. Many Chicana feminists are writing about the need for a new consciousness; the type
of consciousness that will end the discrimination imposed on Chicanas daily, the type of
consciousness that may even “bring us to the end of rape, of violence, of war” (Anzaldúa, 1987).
By looking critically or by understanding the Chicana experience through a Chicana feminist
perspective, it will help to better inform others in society to stop looking at Chicanas as objects
and better comprehend and respect her choices of dress and her choices of self-presentation and
dress in life in general.

Anzaldúa believes that a mestiza consciousness, a consciousness of the borderlands, is
what we need to move forward or to create a transformation because la mestiza has a unique
experience and is in a mental state of nepantilism, in between two worlds. La mestiza’s
experience, Anzaldúa explains, is “cradled in one culture, sandwiched between two cultures,
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straddling all three cultures and their value systems, la mestiza undergoes a struggle of flesh, a
struggle of borders, an inner war” (1987, 78). In her study, Negotiating Voice, Purpose, and
Family Ties: Three Latinas Making Difficult Decisions About College, Garcia analyzed
Anzaldúa’s perspective on mestiza consciousness and explains that:

For Anzaldúa, to embrace the mestiza within is to embrace the struggle that is
inherent in the word. It is to acknowledge the conflicts that are outcomes of a
bilingual, bicultural, multilingual, multicultural existence. Moreover, if the Latina
or Chicana cannot acknowledge these conflicts in her life, she cannot arrive at
concientización, and her life becomes a series of reactions. However, if she
accepts her mestizaje and embraces it, the Chicana/Latina arrives at a
consciousness that becomes a way of life, motivated by action. (30)

According to Anzaldúa, to possess a mestiza consciousness means that a mestiza is able
to “shift out of habitual formations; from convergent thinking, analytical reasoning that tends to
use rationality to move toward a single goal (a Western mode)” (1987, 79). She adds that this
shift helps move her forward to “divergent thinking, characterized by movement away from set
patterns and goals and toward a more whole perspective, one that includes rather than excludes”
(79). The mestiza that is able to shift to a different kind of thinking is a new mestiza that:
…operates in a pluralistic mode – nothing is thrust out, the good the bad and the
ugly, nothing rejected, nothing abandoned.

Not only does she sustain

contradictions, she turns the ambivalence into something else. (1987, 79)
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Once a Chicana has shifted to a new way of thinking and is able to operate in a pluralistic mode,
there is work to do. Anzaldúa explains that “The work of mestiza consciousness is to break
down the subject-object duality that keeps her a prisoner and to show in the flesh and through the
images in her work how duality is transcended” (1987, 80).

Blea supports the view that Chicanas (mestizas) are causing a paradigm shift because of
their holistic perspective; she explains “the largest step forward in developing an alternative
paradigm is inherent in the work of Chicana lesbians, who have incorporated major contributions
from Chicana feminists in an analysis of the lesbian woman’s experience in the United States”
(133). However, Blea believes Chicanas are not respected enough in academia for this type of
perspective. She states, “The Chicana has not been recognized because of her interdisciplinary
theoretical approach toward the social sciences and her ideas of liberation from an oppressed
condition. She also takes a holistic approach, including spiritual elements, to analyze race
(ethnicity), class, and gender” (117).

As Anzaldúa explained in an earlier statement, mestiza consciousness is about being
inclusionary and not exclusionary, however to have a mestiza consciousness means that Chicanas
will no longer put up with mistreatment or wounding by men and that Chicanas will “demand the
admission/acknowledgement/disclosure/testimony that they (men) wound us, violate us, are
afraid of us and of our power” (Anzaldúa 1987). This mistreatment, Anzaldúa believes, largely
derives from the distorted idea of what a macho is supposed to do and be. Anzaldúa explains
“Today’s macho has doubts about his ability to feed and protect his family. His “machismo” is
an adaptation to oppression and poverty and low self-esteem. It is the result of hierarchical male
dominance.” (1987, 83). Acuña agrees that machismo is a distorted image of manhood, he states
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“Gendered expectations of behavior became part of culture-sustained by the image of the family
and reinforced by the Catholic Church. Culture constructed a distorted image of manhood,
which “in Spain has long been associated with cojones (testicles)” (145). Blea believes that part
of what Chicana feminist theory does is examine the cultural structure that “allowed” for the
concept of machismo to become distorted. She explains that this examination “expands upon the
internal colonial model and the calls for decolonization, liberation from Eurocentric philosophies
and ways of life” (133). In other words, Chicana feminist theory dives deep within the
Mexican/Chicano culture and analyzes it in order to point out its unequal and negative structure
and at the same time Chicana feminist theory asks that Chicanos and Chicanas look deeply
within their own minds and omit those distorted cultural ideas and those words that
subconsciously express internal colonialism. By changing words we use that are Eurocentric
philosophically, we decolonize our minds. According to Newcomb, “We take a significant step
toward decolonizing our minds when we awaken to the nature of language, and the fact that a
shift in language creates a shift in reality” (“Colonizing Language”). He adds, “Language is the
means we have of constituting reality. We can do this by making our shift in terminology and
behavior disciplined and long term so that it becomes entirely accepted and habitual by the great
mass of the community.”

It is not an easy task to change a certain type of mentality or to stop using words that
have been part of your vocabulary for as long as you can remember. However, if we are truly
seeking mestiza consciousness “we first of all need the desire to decolonize ourselves, and the
discipline to do so” (Newcomb). A holistic approach and perspective is key within Chicana
feminist theory and a great palanca (lever) to reaching a decolonized mentality. It makes sense
in my opinion because a holistic approach encompasses so many elements, including spiritual
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ones. The more perspectives we have to approach critical analysis of situations revolving around
race, class, and gender, the more data we will have to find solutions to the problems affecting our
communities. Chicanas with a mestiza consciousness, with a holistic perspective, such as Laura
Perez, are becoming visible in all social realms and are making changes in their own
communities and also in academia, especially in the social sciences. Perez’s entire book,
Chicana Art: The Politics of Spiritual and Aesthetic Altarities, is dedicated to the examination of
the spiritual in the work of various Chicana artists and how it is represented in visual,
installation, or performative art. Often, when it comes to Chicana art, examination of the
spiritual is disregarded. Perez explains in her book that she specifically wanted ” to find within
the artwork what she perceived to be “different approaches to the spiritual as an emerging or reemerging terrain of discussion, alongside abiding concerns with racialization and gender,
sexuality, and class inequities” (13).

In academia making changes to ways of thinking are often more difficult to do.
According to Blea, in order to use a holistic perspective, “the social sciences must rid themselves
of biases against feminist and minority scholarship. They must accept that racial and ethnic
minorities and women have something of value to teach us” (117). She adds “It is also necessary
to examine current scholarship, focusing on the institutionalized inequalities and political use of
research in academia” (117). The holistic view Blea is referring to is one that includes
everything experienced in life, whether good or bad, and as Anzaldua says, never excluding or
thrusting anything out. Using a holistic perspective means functioning while the good and the
bad is coming at you from different angles and using those good and bad experiences to
strengthen oneself physically, mentally, and spiritually.
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In general, whether in academia or in the community, Anzaldúa believes Chicanas need
to support each other. She states, “It is imperative that mestizas support each other in changing
the sexist elements in the Mexican-Indian culture. As long as woman is put down, the Indian
and the Black in all of us is put down.” (1987:84). Blea’s view is that it will be a tough task to
maintain support for each other because of all the stresses Chicanas experience daily. She states
“As activist Chicanas contemplate what to teach Chicanas of the next generation, perhaps the
most difficult, yet important task is how to balance two cultures” (101). Chicanas have
tremendous stress to deal with, such as the stress they experience in terms of power relationships
in the work place or in academia while trying to maintain their identities all while interacting
with Anglo women in the work place or in academia “plus the stresses and demands of the
intersection of race, class, gender, and Chicano culture” (Blea 101).

Being supportive of each other, I believe also means that Chicanas will continue to do
extensive research on the Chicana experience so that it can be documented in the manner which
it deserves. By documenting what Chicanas experience, others will be able to read and become
informed and aware and better address the issues Chicanas encounter regularly in their own
lives. I hope that this study has brought some awareness and given Chicana experiences and
their cultural values the attention they deserve. Most importantly, in knowing what Chicanas
experience every day, I hope that society will learn to respect them. In closing I share
Anzaldúa’s hopes for the Chicana:

I seek an exoneration, a seeing through the fictions of white supremacy, a seeing
of ourselves in our true guises and not as the false racial personality that has been
given to us and that we have given to ourselves. I seek our woman’s face, our
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true features, the positive and the negative seen clearly, free of the trained biases
of male dominance. I seek new images of identity, new beliefs about ourselves,
our humanity and worth no longer in question. (87)
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Chapter 4

Methodology

Justification for Qualitative Research

One of the purposes of this study is to determine whether Mexican-American, Chicana,
Mexican, or Latina fashion designers believe that their designs help support Mexican-American,
Chicana, Mexican, or Latina identity development and how they believe it provides such support.
Another purpose for this study is to determine whether Mexican-American, Chicana, Mexican,
or Latina fashionistas (women that love fashion) believe that their fashion style has helped them
develop their chosen identities.
In order to make these determinations, I conducted a Qualitative Research Study. This
type of research was the most fitting because the type of data I wanted to collect did not rely on
statistics or numbers. In Internal and External Factors Hampering SME Growth, Bryman and
Bell and Guari et al., explain qualitative research in this manner:

Qualitative methods often refer to case studies where the collection of information
can be received from a few studying objects. Furthermore, qualitative methods
emphasize on understanding, interpretation, observations in natural settings and
closeness to data with a sort of insider view. (qtd. in Grimsholm and Poblete 13).
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There are various types of methods one can use when conducting qualitative research, such
as ethnography or field research, interview, oral history, auto-ethnography, focus group
interview, case study, discourse analysis, grounded theory, content or textual analysis, visual or
audiovisual analysis, evaluation, historical comparative method, ethnodrama, and narrative
inquiry. The methodology I utilized to make my best determinations was the interview method.
I felt that the interview method was the best way to approach my research because my ultimate
goal was to get the point of view of my study subjects on the topic of Chicana fashion.
Furthermore and according to Ghauri et al., “qualitative methods emphasize on understanding,
interpretation, observations in natural setting and closeness to data with a sort of insider view”
(qtd. in Grimsholm and Poblete 13). This is exactly what I wanted to get out of this study and
who better to help me get a better understanding of Chicana fashion than other Chicanas that are
a part of activities revolving around fashion and who are often in environments that would give
meaning to my topic of interest. In other words, I wanted to interpret their personal experiences,
their social reality and how Chicana fashion plays a part in all of that. Hesse-Biber and Leavy
in, The Practice of Qualitative Research, explain the position of an interpreter in this manner:

The interpretive position assumes the social world is constantly being constructed
through group interactions, and thus, social reality can be understood via the
perspectives of social actors enmeshed in meaning-making activities. Critical
perspectives also view social reality as an ongoing construction but go further to
suggest that discourses created in shifting fields of social power shape social
reality and our study of it. (3)
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Also, through the interview methodology, I was able to gather data that I would be able to make
more sense of or acquire a better understanding of as critical analysis of the data proceeded.
There can be problems with qualitative research, such as bias when using open-ended
questions, misunderstandings and/or misinterpretations of words, and problems with the data
acquired. Hesse-Biber and Leavy state, “Unforeseen issues arise that make the strategy difficult
to work with; we may realize our methodology needs to be revised—as well as our methods
design” (4). In my case, my methodology did not need to be revised. After I conducted all of
my interviews, I knew I had chosen the right methodology. However, my methods design varied
from one interview to the next. What affected my methods design was the location in which the
interview took place. I wanted to give my subjects the opportunity to suggest the location of the
interview. I was more than appreciative that they were taking time out from their busy lives to
meet with me and for that reason I didn’t want them to travel far out from where they lived or
worked. Two of the interviews took place in coffee shops that had loud music playing in the
background and constant in and out foot traffic. Two other interviews took place in an art studio
adjacent to a boutique, both owned by both interview subjects. The space was peaceful and
spacious but we met during business hours and so customers would come in every twenty
minutes or so. That was a little distracting but I quickly adjusted to the situation.

Sample
This study consisted of six participants. The sample was specifically made up of two
Chicanas and one Latina fashion designers and three Chicana fashionistas. The design
signatures of the designers were Urban Xicana, Urban Indigenous and 40’s-50’s
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glamour/vintage. The fashionista’s clothing styles consisted of Indigenous/Frida/Urban Xicana,
Vintage/Punk and Indigenous. This was important because I was interested in getting both sides
of the spectrum, in other words the perspective of the Chicana that wears a certain type of
clothing style and the perspective of the designer that makes that type of clothing. The main
rationale for interviewing three fashion designers with different design signatures and three
fashionistas with different clothing styles was to demonstrate that Chicana/Latina fashion does
not have one specific look and to demonstrate that different clothing pieces and different clothing
styles can support ethnic identity development. In addition, I specifically interviewed females
because being a Chicana fashion designer myself, I was very interested in knowing whether we
shared similar perspectives about the connection between fashion design, style and identity
development.
Since the study sample was small, I was able to recruit the majority of the participants
through referrals. Five of the participants were referred to me by two of my thesis research
committee members. I recruited those five participants through an emailed invitation, followed
by a telephone conversation. One participant I knew from working with her on a past fashion
related project. I sent her an invitation through Facebook, followed by a telephone conversation.
After the participants agreed to be a part of this study, a one and half hour meeting at location
that best suited them was arranged to conduct the interview.
On the day of the interview I provided my introductory remarks. I explained to the
designers that I was interviewing them because I believed that their design style is frequently
worn by Chicanas. I also explained that I was interviewing Chicana fashionistas that wore
clothing very similar to what they design so that I could get the perspective of both sides. I
explained to the fashionistas that I was interviewing them because I wanted to speak with women
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who specifically wore Indigenous/Frida/Urban Xicana, Vintage/Punk or Indigenous clothing
styles. I also explained that I was interviewing Chicana fashion designers that design clothing
very similar to what they wear so that I could get the perspective of both sides. Lastly in my
introductory remarks I informed them all that I am an aspiring Chicana designer, I provided
some other personal background and shared my interest in the research project. I explained that I
am exploring the relationship between fashion and identity, specifically Chicana identity. I then
provided them with a list of the interview questions so that they had the opportunity to review
them before the interview took place and so that they could inform me if they were
uncomfortable answering any of the questions or if they had any questions in general about the
study. I reminded them that they would be audio recorded throughout the whole interview. I
also explained that if at any point they wished to take a break, they could certainly do so and for
them just to let me know when they needed it. At the end of the introductory remarks I reminded
the fashion designers that immediately following the interview I would be taking a minimum of
2-4 photographs, at least one of each of them and the rest of their designs. I reminded the
fashionistas that at the end of the interview I would be taking a minimum of 2-4 photographs of
them in some of their favorite clothing pieces.
During a period ranging from 1 hour to 1 hour and 30 minutes, the fashion designers
were also asked to answer the following questions: 1) Where were you born? 2) Where did you
grow up? 3) How do you identify yourself, your ethnicity? 4) What are your thoughts about the
term Chicana? 5) Does your identity play a central role in your designs? 6) How did you get
started in the fashion industry? 7) What or who is your biggest inspiration and why? 8) What
would you say is your design signature? 9) Can you describe your typical customer, or who do
you have in mind when you design? 10) Studies show that clothing can actually help support
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identity development. Do you believe your designs can help do this? Why? How? 11) Being
that Mexican-Americans compromise the largest Latino population in Los Angeles, do you feel
that it is important for you and up and coming designers to design clothing that appeals
specifically to this population? 12) What were some of the challenges you faced in starting out
and how did you overcome them? 13) How do you feel about being in an industry that promotes
consumerism and how do you negotiate that to accommodate your own value system? 14) What
advice would you have for Chicanas/Latinas wanting to start their own clothing line or fashion
business? 15) Where can we purchase your fashions designs?
During a period ranging from 1 hour to 1 hour and 30 minutes , the fashionistas were
asked to answer the following questions: 1) Where were you born? 2) Where did you grow up?
3) How do you identify yourself? 4) What are your thoughts about the term Chicana? 5) Studies
show that clothing can actually help support identity development. Do you believe the clothing
you wear has helped you develop your identity? 6) A fashionista is typically defined as a stylish
woman who loves shopping and all things fashion. Does this sound like you? What is your
personal definition of a fashionista? Do you prefer another term? 7) Who is your biggest fashion
inspiration and why? Or what and/or who influences your fashion choices? 8) Please describe
your typical style. 9) What do you want your style to say about you? 10) What do you think
about when you choose your look for the day? What must always be a part of your look? 11) If
someone were to raid your closet right now, what would they find? 12) When purchasing your
clothing, do you consider if the garment was made out of natural fabrics (organic clothing) and if
the process to make the garment was ecologically safe and supportive of fare labor practices? 13)
How do you negotiate the demands of fashion and the pressure the industry places on
fashionistas to consume?
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At the end of each interview, I asked each subject if they had any other information they
wanted to share with me. I asked them if they had any suggestions on how to better conduct
interviews and what they liked about their interview. Transcriptions of the interviews were done
over a period of two and a half months. Coding took an additional two weeks approximately.
Follow-up interviews were not conducted nor were they necessary. A total of 8.5 hours of
participant interview time was conducted.

Data Analysis Methods
After the six interviews were completed, all of the data was transcribed. The individual
interview transcriptions were analyzed and through analysis I found common themes and key
terms within each interview which I was then able to organize in a coding system. After these
common themes and key terms were coded, I pulled statements from the transcriptions that
included these common themes and key terms and used the statements to support the research
questions. The statements were presented as quotes. In addition, literature was used to support
the findings.

Ethics
As the researcher I had to get Human Subject Protocol Approval before starting this
study. A major reason for this approval was so that there was a clear understanding on my part
of what was allowed and what was not allowed when conducting interviews. It was explained to
the study subjects on the Adult Consent form and via our first conversation that their rights and
privacy would be respected at all times. When my subjects were invited to participate in the
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interview, they were informed that they had the option of being identified by name (legal or
designer name) or by a pseudonym. No decisions were made for them regarding that aspect of
the study. If they chose to be identified by name, they were informed that if other researchers
were interested in speaking with them, I would provide their contact information to those
researchers. They were also informed that if publications or presentations resulted from this
study and they chose to be identified by name, they would be mentioned in that literature.
Nothing was ever done with deception. On the Adult Consent form it was explained that there
would be no known harm or discomfort associated with this study beyond those encountered in
normal daily life. During the interview they were given the option of skipping questions they
were uncomfortable answering. They were informed that if at any time they wanted to use a few
minutes for open dialogue, especially if they were experiencing any discomfort, we could
certainly do so. In addition, the study subjects were informed via the Adult Consent Form that
all identifiable information resulting from the interview would be stored in my personal external
hard drive and secured in a personal desk drawer with a lock. They were made aware that the
desk is in my home and that my home is locked at all times. Lastly, via the Adult Consent Form,
the study subjects were informed that any information derived from this research project that
personally identified them would not be voluntarily released or disclosed without their separate
consent, except as specifically required by law.
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Chapter 5

Research Findings/Analysis

The purpose of this research is to explore the relationship between fashion and identity
development, specifically Chicana identity. Through the interviews I sought to find specific
reasons why Mexican-American, Chicana, Mexican or Latina fashion designers choose particular
design signatures and whether they believe their designs help support identity development and
how they believe it provides such support. From the interviews with Mexican-American,
Chicana, Mexican or Latina fashionistas, my purpose is to gather information on whether they
believe their fashion style and fashion choices helps them develop and express their identity.
Through the six qualitative interviews I conducted, it is asserted that fashion helps
develop Chicana identities. Two of the fashion designers, Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes and Rosanna
Esparza, fashion designers asserted that their designs help support or express Chicana identity;
and two of the fashionistas, Emilia Garcia and Ofelia Esparza, asserted that their fashion choices
support their identity as Chicanas.
Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes described her fashion as Xicana stilo (style) and explained that the
way it (clothing) identifies her is by connecting it to alternative music styles that are common in
Chicana/o circles. One of those music styles is punk. She stated, “… a lot of us were also
coming from alternative music styles like punk or girl girl punk or whatever it was, people were
coming from different things and then wearing like that Chiapas top with like jeans and like Doc
Martins or something or guaraches (Mexican sandals) or whatever it was. It was very interesting
to see the different people in the Xicana stilo (style)” (refer to supplemental document). Felicia
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‘Fe’ Montes has been designing clothing for the last few years and through her clothing
concepts, her identity is also expressed.
Ofelia Esparza strongly believes that clothing identifies her and it always has since she
was a child. She shared that for school in the 1940s, many young Mexican girls were wearing
saddle back shoes, also known as Oxford’s and that although she was not permitted to, she
secretly wore short skirts, like the ones many teenage Pachucas were wearing in the 40s. She
narrated, “what I used to wear that was Chicano was a blouse my mother made for me that was
made of retazos (remnants) but she put an eyelet that she could put a ribbon through but, I wore
Levis jeans that were my brothers and I would just fold them up. And so that was my own
mimicking the fashion that was in place” (refer to supplemental document). However, she
remembers that clothing took on a bigger role in her lifestyle when she connected to her Chicana
identity. She voiced, “The image of Chicanismo was also like a coming out for me, like a voice
that I found and so that is what I identified with. Because I went through, you know at my age,
through the 40s and 50s, fashion was the identification for Chicanos” (refer to supplemental
document).

Ofelia Esparza has a closet full of traditionally ethnic clothing, such as huipils,

woven scarfs and sashes, most of it being from Mexico but some of it is also African. For her,
wearing traditionally ethnic clothing everyday is what continues to identify her as Chicana.
Emilia Garcia informed me that there are two items she rarely leaves home without and
one of those is the rebozo (woven scarf). She believes that rebozos, as part of her daily
wardrobe, continue to help her express her Chicana identity. She explained that she realized she
could use clothing to express and reinforce her identity when she started traveling but even
before then she remembers that while attending a Linda Ronstadt concert she became aware of
the potential power of dress, she recounted, "I remember I went to a Linda Ronstadt concert and
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she did Canciones de Mis Padre and she got up there and all her back-up singers were all dressed
up in a charro and I thought to myself “I want one of those” (refer to supplemental document).
She also shared, “I always take a rebozo with me…” and added, “I don’t really like scarfs but
you see something somebody knitted or like whatever and those are nice but if it’s cold, I use my
rebozo instead. So I always have something with me that’s part of you know, of that, like a
purse, something like that I bought in Mexico. I have some purses that are bordado
(embroidered) or artistic, not like the regular stuff” (refer to supplemental document).
Designer Rosanna Esparza informed me that she’s a jeans and t-shirts type of girl. She
owns hundreds of t-shirts and the images on her t-shirts vary but she mostly gravitates towards
images that are symbolic; that express environmental concerns, or love and respect for animals.
Part of being Chicana is being conscious of situations that affect our communities and so this is
how fashion identifies her as Chicana. What also helps Rosanna express her identity are the
images she creates and then silk screens or paints on clothing. She shared about one of her
design concepts, “The hand and heart is like ofreciendo mi corazon (offering my heart). So
everything is very peace, love, and harmony, you know. But it’s also saying, I’m Chicana, I’m
from East L.A. and I love it and I love you, you know, so…it’s an armor and a message. That’s
my mind set when I’m creating…” (refer to supplemental document).
The fifth interview subject, Moiselle Amoureux, a fashion designer, asserted that
clothing does identify people. However, she does not identify herself as Chicana. She stated,
“…last time even someone came up to me and they said “I love your shirt, it’s so, you know,
looks so Mexican.” I thought okay, that’s not what I want to hear but I know what I was trying to
portray, you know?” She added “…it (the shirt) stood out that’s what he was saying but, every
time I go to this event I always take something of my culture with me because it is that type of
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event…um so yeah I definitely agree. You can identify yourself through the clothes…” (refer to
supplemental document).
The sixth interview subject, Diane Gamboa, a fashionista, identifies herself as Chicana
but does not believe clothing necessarily supports her identity. She explained, “It’s such an
intuitive thing to me by now, I don’t think about what my style is saying; I’m not trying to say
anything with it. You know; certain places I go and I get dressed up to a certain point. I just do
it because I like it” (refer to supplemental document).
A common topic of discussion amongst the five Chicana participants was Chicana
fashion and how it helped develop their identities. In particular they explained what they believe
is included in Chicana fashion and what they believe is encompassed in Chicana identity.
Furthermore, there were two common themes that all six participants described as the potential
power of fashion: 1) cultural and political statements expressed through fashion and 2) creating
artistic spaces in our communities. As explained by the participants; fashion, when utilized as a
platform, can provide the wearer power to express their cultural values and political stances
when and how they want to. The power of fashion to create artistic spaces in our communities
was explained as a tool to bring people together in physical locations and in the cyber world.

Participants
Ofelia Esparza is an artist and educator from East Los Angeles, where she was born and
raised. Her connection to East Los Angeles is so great that she considers herself a “home girl”
from that area. Ofelia Esparza still resides in East Los Angeles and in February 2012, joined
forces with artist and co-owner of Sticky Rick’s Rosanna Esparza Ahrens, Holistic Chiropractor
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Dr. Elena Esparza, and Community Artist Erendira Bernal, to open a boutique centered on
accessibility, community, creativity, quality and lifestyle. In March of 2013, Ofelia Esparza and
the same three women with Marialice Jacob, gallery curator and coordinator, opened Tonalli
Studio, a gallery and wellness center, adjacent to Colibri Boutique. Aside from her art, Ofelia
Esparza is known for her Day of the Dead altar installations at various art studios and community
events, specifically her installations for over 30 years at Self Help Graphics & Art. (see figure 1).

Figure 1
Artist Ofelia Esparza in front of the altar she designed for the 2007 Pico House’s art exhibit: “Sacred memory:
honoring the dead across cultures.”
Source: http://www.lataco.com/taco/taco-interview-rosanna-esparza-ahrens-artist
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Art has always been a big part of Ofelia Esparza’s life. As stated in Against the Grain3,
“Art and her cultural heritage have long been a driving force in her lifestyle, in her teaching and
in all her art.” Ofelia, a Chicana fashionista, shared that clothing has always been an important
element in her lifestyle and that particular clothing items she believes represent her identity and
since childhood have always been included in her wardrobe, such as home-made gingham
dresses, that many young Mexican girls wore in the 1940s. Every day you will witness Ofelia
Esparza wearing traditionally ethnic clothing from Mexico, Africa or Asian as well as ethnic
jewelry. She feels she has luck because the last few years she has found most of her clothing at
thrift stores, her favorite places to shop (see figure 2).

Figure 2
Ofelia Esparza (right) with her daughter and artist, Rosanna Esparza (left) at Tonalli Studio, February 2014
Photo by: Diana Cabral
3

“Against the Grain” - An evening of art, music & dialogue in the community featuring artivists Ofelia Esparza,
Martha Gonzalez, Maya Jupiter and Ana Tijoux. The event took place on March 20, 2014 at The Floricanto Center
for the Performing Arts. Retrieved from: http://denimdayusa.org/events/against-the-grain-motherhood-artivismresistance-w-special-guest-ana-tijoux/
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Rosanna Esparza a.k.a. Zan, is an artist and co-owner of Sticky Rick’s, an adhesive
media and label shop. ZAN was the nickname given to her during high school; it comes from
her name Rosanna or Sanna. She reflects on her often used imagery, “My skulls are rather
meditative, they are my Zen” (“L.A. Taco”). Rosanna was born and raised in East Los Angeles

and still resides there. As stated earlier, she also co-owns Colibri Boutique and Tonalli Studio.
Rosanna is also known for her altar installations, some of which she has created and presented
with her mother, artist Ofelia Esparza. She is also known for her fashion designs, and for painted
images that represent peace, love and harmony (see figure 3 & 4).

Figure 3
Artwork on jeans by Rosanna Esparza

Figure 4
Tropico de Nopal 2006 fashion show. Shawl designed and
hand-crafted by Rosanna Esparza.

Source for Figure 3 and 4: http://www.lataco.com/taco/taco-interview-rosanna-esparza-ahrens-artist
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Over the years many of her images have been silkscreened onto t-shirts, from whence came her
t-shirt line called ZAN Line (see figure 5 & 6). The line also includes house wares.
The majority of what Rosanna designs has a Day of the Dead tone to them and probably
why she states, “My ZAN skull stickers are my favorite things I love to create” (see figure 6)
(“ZANlovesEastLA”). Art has always been present in her life. Rosanna tells us, “My childhood
was steeped in traditional Mexican indigenous culture - from food, feast-days, crafts, dance, art
and music to Catholicism and activism” (“ZANlovesEastLA”). Rosanna also does Dia de Los
Muertos walking altars, which she has exhibited several times at Tropico de Nopal Gallery & Art
space for the Walking Calavera fashion show. During her interview she informed me that she
has future projects planned, she stated, “I want to develop that cross cultural thing, like with the
Hindu, you know the Azteca, Maya, Brazilian, whatever I can. I need to do a lot more research
but call it “Zan.” You know, like the Ying and Yang and work on it” (refer to supplemental
document). Rosanna is the definition of a true ArtIvist; always planning or working on new
projects, always thinking of how it can involve and/or benefit the community.

Figure 5
Zan t-shirt line
Photo by Diana Cabral. February, 2014
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Figure 6
ZAN skull design
Source: http://www.lataco.com/taco/taco-interview-rosanna-esparza-ahrens-artist

Diane Gamboa, who I identify as a fashionista, is a Los Angeles based visual artist. She
was born in Echo Park and grew up in Boyle Heights. She is very fond of the city she grew up in
and shared these thoughts about it, “…a lot of things have been happening in Boyle Heights for a
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long, long time. It’s almost like an invisible part of the city, or a neglected part of the city,
ignored part of the city. You know I’m in my mid 50s now and it’s been like a real shit-hole
forever. To me it’s almost like an experimental part of the city” (refer to supplemental
document). Despite what has occurred in Boyle Heights over the years, art in different forms has
always surrounded her and it is what she knows best. Gamboa presented her first art exhibition
when she was approximately five years old. She is well known for her 1980 to 1984
photography on the punk rock scene in East Los Angeles. “Between 1980 and 1987, she was a
member of ASCO, a conceptual multi-media performance art group. During this time she also
organized numerous site-specific "Hit and Run" paper fashion shows” (see figures 7, 8, & 9)
(“Galería de La Raza”).

Figure 7
Paper fashion by Diane Gamboa
Butterscotch Twist, 1986
Source: Pérez, Laura E. Chicana Art: The Politics
of Spiritual and Aesthetic Altarities. Durham
and London: Duke University Press, 2007. Print.

Figure 8
Paper fashion by Diane Gamboa, 1993
Source: http://almalopez.com/projects/ChicanasLatinas/gamboadiane3.html
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Figure 9
Paper fashion by Diane Gamboa
Cutting Through, 1995
Source: Pérez, Laura E. Chicana Art: The Politics of Spiritual and Aesthetic
Altarities. Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2007. Print.

In the 90’s we witnessed another of Diane Gamboa’s talents through an additional
medium. As stated in Galería de La Raza 4, she started what was known as her “Pin Up series of
ink drawings on vellum, an in-depth study of male-female relationships.” Those works then
4

Galería de La Raza - a non-profit community-based arts organization whose mission is to foster public awareness
and appreciation of Chicano/Latino art and serve as a laboratory where artists can both explore contemporary issues
in art, culture and civic society, and advance intercultural dialogue. Retrieved from:
http://www.galeriadelaraza.org/eng/about/index.php
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inspired her to do her most recent work, the Endangered Species series, “which recreates some of
the Pin Up drawings in a three-dimensional form” (“Gallería de La Raza”). Although clothing
has been a big part of her life, she does not consider what she wears fashion. She stated, “Even
though I deal in fashion per se, I prefer to call it more style. I deal more with style, which is one
of those things, it’s like, some people have style and some people don’t and it’s not even an
economic thing…” (refer to supplemental document). Gamboa shared that her favorite type of
clothing to wear is vintage clothing, she stated:
I love to get dressed up. I do love to do the girly thing and get dressed up. When
I go to one of my openings or somebody’s opening, I just love going all out. You
know, for me, like the 40s style, which for me is the ultimate; the suits, the
gloves, the hat, and the stockings, the shoes, I love, love, love. But I wouldn’t say
I have a style” (refer to supplemental document).
Moiselle Amoureux is a fashion designer that identifies herself as “Ni de aqui, ni de
alla” (Neither from here nor from there). Her parents are from Mexico; she was born in Los
Angeles and grew up mostly in South Central. She’s also lived in South Gate and she now lives
with her family in Walnut Park. She is the owner of Amoureux Vintage, a “custom clothing line
inspired by the classy women of the 1940’s and 1950’s”, which she runs with the help of her
mother, who has many years of sewing experience (see figure 10 & 11) (“Amoureux Vintage”).
When I asked her who inspired her to design clothes, she disclosed “… my mom, she used to
sew for like major brands, she did bathing suits all her life for about ten plus years, she was the
go to person when they needed samples” (refer to supplemental document). She added “….as a
kid I’d go with her and I loved being around all these women just sewing…” (refer to
supplemental document).
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Moiselle Amoureux started designing clothing after discovering she had a learning
disability which was making it very difficult for her to complete her college degree. It really
upset her that she could not complete the degree she had started but instead of throwing in the
towel, she looked into another program and decided she would study fashion. She completed
some fashion courses at the local community college and recounts, “I just started designing and
people really liked my clothes and started purchasing… …Can you make this for me? Can you
make that for me? And can you design this and can you design that?” (refer to supplemental
document). Moiselle Amoureux and her mother have been collaborating together for the last
four years.

Figure 10
Design by Amoureux Vintage for the Wild
Tigress Collection

Figure 11
Design by Amoureux Vintage for Viva Las Vegas, 2014
Source: https://www.facebook.com/moiselleamoureux

Source: https://www.facebook.com/moiselleamoureux
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Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes encompasses plenty if not more of what it means to be an artivist.
Her repertoire includes “Xicana Indigenous artist, activist, community & event organizer,
educator, emcee, designer, poet, and performer living and working in the Los Angeles area”
(“Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes”). Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes was born in El Paso, TX. but mostly grew up in
Los Angeles. She shared
…I grew up mainly on the East side like Boyle Heights, East L.A., kind of
in this order actually, Boyle Heights, East L.A., Montebello, Monterey
Park, Alhambra, then went to college and then came back to like
Alhambra and then East L.A. and a lot of different places when I started
living on my own, a lot of places on the East side. Right now I live in
Monterey Park right by East L.A. College. (refer to supplemental
document)
Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes has a clothing line called Fe Clothing Line. Her designs mostly
consist of silkscreened t-shirts, tunics, hoodies, dresses, as well as tote bags with cultural
symbols or motifs. All of these items can be purchased through her online store, Urban Xic. (see
figure 12 & 13). Felicia ‘Fe’ Monte’s interest in silkscreen and clothing design has a lot to with
her travels to various parts of Latino America and her desire to express what she has experienced
through her travels. Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes is “a practitioner of pan-indigenous cultural ways” and
more so asserts why all of her work revolving around clothing expresses Xicana Indigenous
identity (“Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes”).
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Figure 12
Fe Evaone in FE "Chiapaneca Heart " T-dress/tunic

Figure 13
FE “MeXicana Anahuac” Long Hoodie

Source for Figure 10 & 11: http://www.urbanxic.bigcartel.com/product/fe-dress-chiapaneca-heart

Emilia Garcia is a visual artist whose work is known throughout the U.S. and
internationally. She was born in Piru, CA. and raised there by her grandparents. Much of what
is expressed in her visual art is the beauty and love for her indigenous roots. Her artist statement
expresses “My work is centered on the beauty of our culture, who we are and where we come
from” (“Artwork of Emilia”). Emilia’s love for her indigenous roots and Chicana identity is so
great that every day she wears clothing that conveys those roots or that is culturally expressive
(see figure 14).
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Figure 14
Emilia Garcia wearing culturally expressive clothing
Source: http://www.burnttortilla.com/vision/

Emilia Garcia considers clothing wearable art and she says “it makes her feel good”
(refer to supplemental document). She acquired an interest in culturally expressive clothing
when she realized she wanted to express who she was. Art overall is inspiring to her and it lets
her “be who I want to be” and clothes, as art, lets her dress how she wants to. She tells me about
her fashion sense, “I love it, I mix it up. Like, I’m not always wearing the big skirts and stuff. I
like to do it more modern. I have a few of those skirts you know. But I like to do it more
modern, like my style. Like I’ll wear my huipils with jeans. You know, that’s what I do” (refer
to supplemental document) (see figure 15).
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Figure 15
Emilia Garcia in Chicana fashion
Photo taken by Diana Cabral on March 25, 2014 at home of Emilia Garcia

Chicana Fashion: What Does It Include? What Is Encompassed in Chicana Identity?
As I mentioned in my findings for this research, five of the six research subjects agree
that fashion helped them develop their identities. However, none of the research subjects
believes Chicana fashion is just one look or that it has to incorporate specific images, garments,
or accessories. But each designer does have their own design signature and each fashionista has
their own style, which incorporates certain cultural based items they personally must have as part
of their daily wardrobe. Emilia Garcia informed me that jewelry, specifically Mexican crafted
silver jewelry, must be a part of her daily outfits, otherwise she stated, “I feel like I’m naked.”
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She also often wears Mexican rebozos and/or culturally expressive clothing with jeans. Rosanna
Esparza informed me that when she designs Chicana clothing, she often paints or silk screens
images on the clothing that are symbolic, such as the dove and other images, such as calaveras
(skeletons) or colibris (hummingbirds) that are commonly seen in Mexican/Chicana/o culture.
Ofelia Esparza notified me that she often wears ethnic hand woven items, such as huipils and
scarfs. She also owns and wears an array of sashes and clothing made out of cotton. Diane
Gamboa expressed that she doesn’t wear one specific thing all the time because she really enjoys
mixing things up, but that she really likes wearing leather, vintage clothing and when she gets
dressed up, items like gloves. Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes shared that when she designs, she usually
incorporates images that are inspired by Indigenismo (Indigenous culture). Moiselle Amoureux
informed me that when she designs, she likes to combine different types of prints. In one of her
recent collections she mixed an Aztec print with an African print, for example.
As we discussed Chicana fashion, I took note that the five Chicanas expressed that being
political or taking a political stance is an essential characteristic encompassed in Chicana
identity. However, I also noticed that each of them also made distinct statements about what else
they believe should be encompassed in that identity. Emilia Garcia believes that part of what is
encompassed in her Chicana identity is speaking Spanish, although she does not believe she
speaks it that well. She jokingly said that after going through years of being told not to speak
Spanish in her elementary school days, being told to speak Spanish at home, then being told in
high school to learn a foreign language, like Spanish, what eventually happened is that she
started speaking pocha style Spanish. She shared “I’m like, you just deprogrammed me for all
these years and then you don’t have the accent. Then you have this white teacher teaching you
how to speak Spanish, then I’m like, ‘oh my god’ and then we start speaking pocha or whatever
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we do. My problem has always been the tense [of the verb]. I don’t know why I am so…, hard
headed about learning about it” (refer to supplemental document).
Diane Gamboa believes that part of what is encompassed in her Chicana identity is
politics. She believes that the simple fact a woman calls herself Chicana, she is taking a political
stance. Three of the other research subjects made similar comments. But for Gamboa, calling
herself Chicana is not intended to express to everyone that she is political. She explained:
I am a Chicana, period, regardless of it. That’s who I am. I identify as Chicana.
To be straight up, I consider myself a Los Angeles based visual artist. I’m a
visual artist. That’s what I do. But if you want to start getting more specific; then
of course you get into, what’s your race, what’s your sex, then that’s when the
Chicana comes in. But that is not at the forefront of me. I’m just me. I’m a visual
artist first. I make art, that’s what I do. I happen to be Chicana. I am very
comfortable with it. I know who I am and there are the pros and the cons that
come with it. (refer to supplemental document)
For Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes, her Chicana identity, amongst other things, encompasses a
connection to her indigenous roots. It’s something she has always been around because her
parents were involved in the Chicana/o movement. As a little girl and growing up, she
participated in many events in which Danza Azteca was performed. She became part of a Danza
Azteca when she was in college and participated in sweat ceremonies. She shared
I continued that pretty much on and off, now a lot more. And also I think the
Zapatistas, specifically wasn’t always necessarily for us about spirituality but it
was at least about understanding indigenous cultures or honoring who we were,
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wherever we came from, whether it was Zacatecas or Chihuahua or wherever but
understanding those cultures. So I think for us or for me, it was connecting back
in a different way and then I also began to practice native ceremonies. (refer to
supplemental document)
For Ofelia Esparza and Rosanna Esparza, being Chicana means that they are concerned
for the environment and they encompass materials in their work and do art that expresses
environmental concerns. One only has to see artwork done by both of them over the years to
confirm that they are serious about this. Ofelia Esparza recounted about a design her daughter
made in the past:
I have to say that the last design is so beautiful and she only printed a few. I think
it’s one of the best; the tree of life. Which has been kind of a logo for her, an icon
for her but she added an angel or something. She added two birds on it. It’s really
beautiful. It went fast. She made bags and bandanas. It was for Day of the Dead.
(refer to supplemental document)
Rosanna added about her design “It has different flowers, and it has an elephant, a cat,
angels and birds. Ofelia Esparza added “I know our family, especially Rosanna, likes to focus
on animals that are endangered, environmental things. That’s important to me. Not only on
designs but looking for products that will enhance that” (refer to supplemental document).
Rosanna believes that there is an intention in her artwork and that it’s like armor, meant to
protect. At least that is the idea she is trying to portray through her designs.
Although Moiselle Amoureux does not identify herself as Chicana, she believes the term
probably “fits” her the best because she is Mexican, first generation born in the U.S. She realizes
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she is in between two worlds, especially when she goes to Mexico and is questioned why she
does not speak “good” Spanish. Moiselle Amoureux believes that what truly identifies her best
is not a term but more the type of person she is. It is important for her that she get along with
everyone and much of this view has to do with the way she was brought up. Unfortunately her
parents rarely spoke to people of other ethnic backgrounds but she realizes it had to do with them
being in a new country and not speaking the language. She said about getting along with people
from all backgrounds:
…I think that you have to because if you just stay within your own…, every
culture is so beautiful and if we could all embrace each other…I love to…I’ve
designed for my best friends mom and she loves the African you know… style.,
I’ve designed for people that are very simple where their culture doesn’t really
require much of it. It’s just that connection with that…human connection with
people, I love it! (refer to supplemental document)
Another topic of discussion that surfaced with all six research subjects was consumerism
and the various aspects of consumerism, such as labor practices, cost, and alternative community
venues and events vs. mainstream stores. Being that all but one identified herself as Chicana,
being conscious of these themes appear to be very important. Diane Gamboa explained that she
never shops at mainstream stores, such as the GAP or Forever21 because she is aware of their
labor practices. When I asked her how she negotiates the demands of mainstream fashion, she
stated, “I don’t negotiate. What am I going to negotiate? I don’t. There’s no negotiation there.
There’s no room for negotiation because I don’t bother with it” (refer to supplemental
document). Moiselle Amoureux also expressed concern with most of these aspects of
consumerism. She explained that the way she negotiates the effects of mainstream fashion is by
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charging her clients less for her designs so that they are more accessible, she explained, “It’s
simple, yeah it’s very simple, for me what I’ve noticed is a lot of women don’t want to walk into
the same room and be wearing the same dress. A lot of women do not, they’re trying to stay
away from that and the cool thing about it is that I’m bringing that to a community that’s on a
budget” (refer to supplemental document).
Garcia, Gamboa, Montes and the Esparzas expressed the importance of shopping at
alternative community venues and events, including shopping at thrift stores instead of
mainstream stores. Their main reasoning behind this is that they believe it is important to
promote buying local and to support Chicana fashion designers, artists/artisans. Various
alternative venues and events exist where alternative artwork is found, such as El Merkado
Negro, which takes place at Mariachi Plaza in Boyle Heights, Caracol Marketplace at Tropico de
Nopal, and then there are art walks, like Canoga Park Art Walk and the Highland Park Art Walk.
One alternative venue mentioned by two of the research subjects is the Caracol Marketplace.
Emilia Garcia shared her thoughts about why she prefers to shop at alternative community
venues and why she is part of the Caracol marketplace:
I hate the fact that things are made in China. What makes me mad is that I know
that these people are not being paid a decent wage. I participate every month in
what we call The Caracol Marketplace and its all artists, designers, and jewelry
people. It’s all handmade; personal products, beauty products, friends that make
soap, a lot of jewelry. There’s silkscreen t-shirts that people do. Even food, you
know and art but everything is handmade. (refer to supplemental document)
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Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes informed me that she often participates in alternative venues by
speaking, reading her poetry, doing spoken word, or presenting her music. She also buys at
alternative venues. However, she explained that she now rarely sells her designs at alternative
venues because she came up with a different way of promoting Chicana designers and
artists/artisans and that is by doing it through an online store. Montes’ online store is called
Urban Xic and through this store she started what she called:
…a revolution to support artists or the mercado (market) for the movimiento
(movement) and so it was more like a tianguis or clearing house of different
people who are doing like movement oriented fashion or fe’shion or stilos (styles)
and hondas (what you are into) and community artivists, which mainly is the term
that we use, they had a space here on the website. (refer to supplemental
document)
Rosanna Esparza, along with her mother, had a similar idea to Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes’
except that they opened Colibri Boutique where they grew up in; East Los Angeles, specifically
the area known as Old Town Maravilla. Rosanna and her mother not only sell their work at the
boutique but they also sell the work of other Chicana designers and artists/artisans. In addition,
they exhibit artwork by different Chicana artists in their gallery, Tonalli Studio, which is
adjacent to their boutique. There are other art galleries that also exhibit Chicana art as well as
organize and host Chicana/o events, such as Tropico de Nopal Art Gallery/Space.
Ofelia Esparza and Diane Gamboa love shopping at thrift stores. They prefer this much
more than buying at mainstream stores or venues. One major reason is because it is less
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expensive and because you often find unique items or vintage items in thrift stores for less.
Ofelia Esparza shared:
Mostly I buy from Plaza de La Raza, places that have items that are from the area
of origin. I don’t go looking for that but when I find it I buy it. You know, I only
go to one thrift store that’s near my house, especially since we’ve had this store, I
don’t have time to, I don’t go out shopping. Whenever I go I find something
that’s wow.
Gamboa explained that budget and recycling of clothes matters to her. The type of fabric the
garment is made out of is also of importance to her. She prefers organic fabrics but she admits
she really likes leather. She likes mixing clothing from different time periods and calls her
expression in dress AlterNative. She shared:
Actually I don’t go shopping only because, well right now I don’t have like the
budget nor do I have the closet space. I don’t go shopping only because over the
years I have so many clothes, it’s not even funny. I’ve just kind of shifted things
you know and then I have a lot of clothes that went into storage, what I put it into
storage a long time ago they were already old back then. Right now I’m going
through all these boxes and I’m thinking that now that I’m pulling this stuff out,
it’s not even old, now it’s like vintage. Now I have all this vintage stuff so it’s
like really hilarious. So actually I’m recycling my own recycled clothes. (refer to
supplemental document)
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Garcia, Gamboa, Montes and the Esparzas all agreed that by buying at and promoting alternative
venues and events, we bring Chicana/o/Latina/o communities together and create economic
opportunities outside of the mainstream fashion industry.

Creating Community Space Through Fashion
Another popular topic of discussion amongst all six of the research subjects was the idea
that creating spaces through fashion did not necessarily mean that the space has to be physical,
like a building or a room but in essence a space can be anywhere, at any given time, as long as
that creative spirit is present or an actual activity revolving around Chicana fashion or art is
taking place. Some of the spaces discussed were actual physical spaces, such as Tonalli Studio
but some spaces were in the cyber world, such as Urban Xic, the online store. For Moiselle
Amoureux the space where she creates her art is in her designing studio but she also creates a
creative space every time she presents a fashion show at different locations. This is an example
of how space does not necessarily have to be stationary. The Esparza’s shared with me that they
have a large room behind Tonalli Studio, which they hope to someday soon create into an actual
work room, where Ofelia hopes to paint and where Rosanna hopes to sew and design. Diane
Gamboa’s and Emilia Garcia’s creative space currently is their home. You could however argue
that anywhere they both go and speak about their artwork, a creative space develops and the
people that invite them to speak are also creating spaces for Chicanas to be creative. There are
many options for creating spaces in our communities that involve fashion or art in general; all
that is required is the ganas (desire) to create those spaces and the ganas to want to be creative.
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Cultural and Political Statements Expressed Through Fashion
Another common topic of discussion amongst four of the participants was the capability
of fashion to make cultural and political statements. Emilia Garcia contends that Chicanas do
want to say something through their clothing and that clothing is like wearable art. She
expressed, “…it (clothing) makes a statement, this is who I am” (refer to supplemental
document). Rosanna Esparza believes clothing can express a variety of things, not just identity,
and where we are from but also pride, love, peace and harmony. She explained that this is the
reason why the images she designs have a specific look or include specific symbols or animals.
Rosanna Esparza calls her design signature “hand & heart” and described the image as an
offering. “The hand & heart is meant to be a message, it’s an offering, like an offering of the
heart” (refer to supplemental document).

Ofelia Esparza believes that clothes with particular

images, such as the butterfly, make spiritual and symbolic statements. Although she is not a
fashion designer, she is an artist, and she likes to paint specific animals on her work because of
their symbolism, such as the colibri (hummingbird). She explained, “I use the hummingbird a
lot, I call it my animal spirit, so it’s my spirit, and it’s not only my spirit but it’s [a symbol] of
hope and peace” (refer to supplemental document). Diane Gamboa does not believe her
clothing style makes specific statements but the fact that she calls herself Chicana expresses that
she does take a political stance. She contends that whatever statements clothing makes, they
change over time because fashion and style is generational. Diane Gamboa shared that she
grew up in a very unique time, when the punk clothing style and scene was popular. The punk
scene at that time expressed for her personally that, “I was angry also, and I was all fucken
pissed off, still working on myself, my identity, and whatever the heck that is. So for me the
punk scene was really hilarious and really fun, you know. It was really really wild plus it was
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really raw. It was for a really short amount of time. I think from like the 70s to about the 80s
and then what happened once again, what killed it was MTV” (refer to supplemental document).

Conclusion
Through the six in-depth individual interviews, I explored the following research
questions: 1) How does fashion support Chicana identity development? 2) What specific
elements in Chicana fashion are required to support Chicana identity or are specific elements
required? What I found when I interviewed the five Chicanas are the ways fashion supported the
development of their identities. Such as the case when Ofelia Esparza was a young girl in school
and the way in which particular clothing items were made identified her as Chicana or particular
items she wore identified her as Mexican. And as an elder woman, her ethnic clothing choices
reinforce her identity as a Chicana. For Diane Gamboa, it was during her involvement with the
punk fashion scene that she began to develop her defiant viewpoint and identity also leading her
to include a “subversive” Chicana perspective. Felicia ‘Fe’ Montes grew up around the Chicano
movement because of her parents but it was during her college days that she began to feel a deep
connection to her indigenous roots. At the time she was around many students with the same
cultural and political views and so she started, and continues, to express her identity through
clothing. Emilia Garcia informed me that she realized clothing and fashion could help her
express and support her Chicana identity. That particular moment happened when she attended
a Linda Ronstadt concert in which Ronstadt was wearing a charra (traditional Mexican jacket
and skirt or pant suit) outfit. Since then, Emilia always wears a clothing item that is culturally
relevant or jewelry that makes her Chicana self very visible. For Rosanna Esparza it was being
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around many activities during the Chicano movement and many Chicanas and Chicanos that she
developed her identity. Her environmental concerns which are so much a part of her Chicana
identity are now expressed on her clothing designs. Furthermore, the one informant who does
not use the term Chicana also agrees that culturally related clothing items do reinforce her
identity. The five Chicana participants contended that Chicana fashion does not require specific
elements in order to support Chicana identity but they all did share that there are certain items
they choose to wear because it reinforces their identity and it represents their culture. In
addition, they all agree that what is required to support their Chicana identity as expressed
through clothing is pride, confidence and security in who and what they are as women grounded
in community, culture, resistance to exploitation, feminist thought, and innovation of their own
style.
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Chapter 6

The Creative Process

Explanation

The creative process is not the same for all designers. The amount of steps and the order
of the process vary from one designer to the next and depending on the kind of project. The
creative process doesn’t come easy for all designers; for some a lot of time is spent on
brainstorming before sketching out an idea on paper and for others the ideas are fluid. If there
isn’t a set due date for a project, there is no limit to the amount of time that can be spent on
brainstorming or sketching. I consider myself lucky because the creative process is not
something I struggle with; ideas for new custom designs, new t-shirt images, or new accessories
often come to me. Ideas come to me while I am in different spaces and in different environments
such as at work or at home. Ideas come to me at different times of the day and also come to me
at interesting times of the day, such as at two in the morning and even in my dreams. The only
problem I encounter with creativity is when I am not prepared with a sketch pad or when I am in
a situation that doesn’t allow me to stop and jot something down, such as when I am in a meeting
at work or while driving.
The first stage of my creative process is what I call the preparation stage. The
preparation stage is important because it involves a lot of notes and/or sketches. If I do not write
down or sketch out an idea it is very possible that I will forget the idea completely or I will not
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remember the idea exactly how I had envisioned it at the time it came to mind. It’s impossible to
remember every idea that pops-up in my head, especially when ideas are constantly flourishing.
Brainstorming for me may occur before or after the preparation stage. Therefore, it can
either be the second stage or the first stage in my creative process. It all depends if I am
brainstorming a completely new design or if I have already sketched out the design but need to
brainstorm the colors and fabric types. Brainstorming is an important part of my creative
process regardless of when it happens and it’s normally the step that takes me the longest to
accomplish. When I am commissioned to do a custom design, my brainstorming period is
lengthened because it is important that I come-up with ideas that will be flattering and
representative of the person I am designing for. The design cannot be of any random style when
it is being designed for a specific person. Brainstorming is also necessary for me when I am
working on a project that entails more than one design, such as when I am preparing a fashion
line for a fashion show. Since each piece in a fashion line needs to have some consistency, it’s
very necessary to brainstorm first and come-up with ideas for various designs.
The next and third stage to my creative process is the implementation stage. At this stage
I already know the type/s of fabric/s I want to use, such as cotton or a cotton blend, whether the
fabrics will be solid colors or prints and the texture/s. There are instances, as I explained earlier,
when my creative process is not done in normal order. Sometimes I already have the fabric and
the fabric itself is what inspires a new design. In these cases I brainstorm a new design based on
the color, texture, and pattern of the fabric. Depending on the design, the selection of fabric type
does matter or if I already have the fabric, the fabric type does influence the design. If the design
is of a dress with a lot of flow for example, light fabrics such as rayon, silk, chiffon or light
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cotton would be best. A heavy fabric, such as wool, would not be a good choice for this type of
dress.
The implementation stage cannot begin until I have measurements. Depending on the
design, whether it’s a dress, a pair of pants, a jacket, or a top; different types of measurements
will need to be taken, such as bust, waist, hips, arm length, leg length, etc. Measurements
determine exactly how the fabric will be cut. I will never cut a fabric before taking all the
measurements needed for a design.
Many items and steps need to be taken into consideration before I am ready to start
sewing the pieces of fabric together to create the finished design. Often, alterations need to be
made. This may occur if my client/model has lost weight or if they have changed their mind on
the length or style of the design. The whole creative process is extremely enjoyable and
spiritually fulfilling, especially if my client/model is happy with the outcome. If they are happy,
I am happy.

“Soy Nepantlera” Personal Design
“Cradled in one culture, sandwiched between two cultures, straddling all three cultures and their
value systems, la mestiza undergoes a struggle of flesh, a struggle of borders, an inner war.”
(Anzaldúa)

All of my designs are given special attention and take various steps to make but every so
often one of my designs is very distinctive. Out of the various designs I brainstormed for the
creative portion of my thesis, my “Soy Nepantlera” design is the most personal. It is the most
personal because it expresses something deeper than my other designs; this piece was inspired by
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my life experiences and the concept of Nepantla (see figure 1 & 2). Before I explain the
creative process for my design, I want to provide some background information on what inspired
the look of the design and what the concept of Nepantla is. The concept of Nepantla has been
written about by various Chicana scholars to explain the idea of being in a liminal state and in
relation to space, to explain what it is like to be in the middle or in between, neither here nor
there. The liminal state they describe is not necessarily a comfortable place to be. After all, who
wants to always be in a transitional or initial stage of a process? According to Venegas:
Most often the term Nepantla is referencing to endangered peoples, cultures,
and/or gender, who due to invasion/conquest/marginalization or forced
acculturation, engage in resistance strategies of survival. In this sense, this larger,
cultural space of Nepantla becomes a postmodern paradigm or consciousness
rooted in the creation of a new middle. (“Nepantla”)

Figure 1
“Soy Nepantlera” design front by Fusionista

Figure 2
“Soy Nepantlera” design back by Fusionista
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In Borderlands La Frontera: The New Mestiza, Anzaldúa (1987) informs us that the life
experiences of Chicanas are in a constant state of Nepantla because they (Chicanas) are pulled
back and forth on a daily basis between two societies, two cultures, and two worlds. Chicanas
are struggling every day to survive in between the dominant, patriarchal, white world and the
machista, Chicano/Mexican world. Anzaldúa states, “Cradled in one culture, sandwiched
between two cultures, straddling all three cultures and their value systems, la mestiza undergoes
a struggle of flesh, a struggle of borders, an inner war” (78). Anzaldúa also wrote about the need
to shift out of this type of life and explained that the way to do this is to acquire a new
consciousness, a decolonized mentality; that is rooted in the creation of a new middle. It is not
easy to develop a new consciousness; many Chicanas, including myself, work on it on a daily
basis. Part of the process of getting to the “new middle” is to look at our past so that we can
learn from it and also to realize, then accept, that there are good and bad aspects to our culture
and our history as well as many complexities to our reality. Acceptance is important in order to
move forward to a better and different future.
These are all of the elements of my life I wanted to express through my “Soy Nepantlera”
design. I have always felt that my life is in the middle of two worlds. When I think back, I
realize that my life has always been this way. As a young girl I literally experienced going back
and forth between two worlds. I was born in the border town of El Paso, Texas and for many
years I lived the life of a transnational Mexicana; traveling back and forth from El Paso to
Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. I borrowed the term transnational Mexicana from the article,
Adopting Transnationalism Theory and Discourse: Making Space for a Ttransnational Chicana,
by Patricia Sanchez. Sanchez had a very similar life style to mine, she explains, “I could say
that I am a ‘transnational’ Mexicana: I was born in the United States in El Paso, Texas, though
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my family lived directly across the Mexican border in Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico” (375). She
continues on the same page, “My legal status as a US citizen granted me the privilege of living
transnationally.” That is the type of life style I lived too. As a baby and up until I became a
teen, I had the privilege of living transnationally.
Sanchez also explained in her article that she started calling herself a transnational
Mexicana only after she had come to accept that the term described her life very well.
According to Sanchez, we need to accept or come to terms with the fact that there are labels or
terms that best describe our life experiences. I realize now that I understood border culture
because I lived border culture every day of my life. However, I did not necessarily have a label
or the words to describe my experiences back then. I was not fully aware that I had been living
a transnational lifestyle since my childhood until I was a teen. Let me explain. At the time of
my birth my parents and older brother were living in Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico. When
I was about four years old we moved to Santa Barbara, California where my mother’s family
lived but returned to El Paso when I was about eleven. We lived in El Paso until I was almost
fifteen. I was back in Santa Barbara at the age of fifteen and that is when I came to terms with
my Chicana identity. By then I was old enough to understand what it meant to be Chicana. At
the very minimum I knew that the term as we know it today derived in the late 1960s during the
Chicana/o movement and that it had a political meaning. I remember thinking at the age of
fifteen that I had the better of two worlds when I lived in El Paso because I was able to freely go
back and forth from Juarez and El Paso. It was not until I was no longer living the experience of
crossing back and forth across the Mexico US border that I realized that I had been living a
transnational experience.
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It was not the literal crossing of the border all of those years that has “given” me the
identity I embrace today, it is the experiences I had while living a transnational Mexicana
lifestyle that has helped me develop my identity. In addition and very importantly, what I wore
all those years also had a lot to do with it. I remember well how important clothing was to me
and what it expressed about me. We lived a very humble lifestyle, my parents made just enough
to buy the necessities and pay rent so we didn’t get new clothes often but when we did, I was
very particular about the look of my clothes. I really enjoyed combining my clothes and shoes.
I remember when I would go to Juarez and my cousins and/or their friends asking me about my
clothing or telling me that they liked the way I dressed. I just wanted to fit in with the rest of the
kids, whether it was in Juarez or in El Paso. I didn’t consider myself any different than my
cousins. I knew that they could not freely cross the border into El Paso whenever they wished
like I could but aside from that, they were in my opinion just like me. The truth was that our
situations were very different and the way I talked gave it away that I was a pocha 5. I was too
young and naive to understand that their life experiences were different than mine. During my
high school years I remember also getting compliments about my fashion style but in those days
no matter what I wore I was simply a Mexican. Life in Santa Barbara, California was
completely different than life in El Paso or Juarez.
I can’t say that I still fully connect with the term transnational in relation to physical
space because from the age of fifteen to now I have lived in California in cities, not near a
Mexican border. However, I do still completely relate to that feeling of being pulled back and
forth, of living in two different worlds; being in that state of mental Nepantla. Today I believe

5

“pocha.” A Mexican-American female (Chicana) with a limited Spanish vocabulary and speaks with a clear
Americanized accent. Urban Dictionary. 1994-2014. Retrieved June 9, 2014. From Urbandictionary.com:
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=pocha
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transnational Chicana best describes me. This is due to being older and wiser and my clear
understanding that I live in a society that marginalizes me and my daily experiences in regards to
the intersection of race, class and gender. These new experiences cause me to always be in a
transitional state. Where I live in the U.S. wouldn’t matter as long as I am a Chicana I will be in
a state of Nepantla. Ruiz’s, Crossing Borderlands: The Face of Chicana Border Literature;
explains this phenomenon in this way:
Many see borderlands as a physical space like that of the border of the United
States and Mexico, but many are not physical, there are those that transcend
borders and one that creates the identity of many Chicano/as. These borderlands
are not found or are overcome by crossing the Rio Grande, but by coming to
terms [by those that make a person who they are] with one’s own identity. (1)

Anzaldúa’s (1987) description and perspective of borderlands are different than Ruiz’s,
she states:
The U.S. border es una herida abietra where the Third World grates against the
first and bleeds. And before a scab forms it hemorrhages again, the lifeblood of
two worlds merging to form a third country-a border culture. Borders are set up to
define the places that are safe and unsafe, to distinguish us from them. A border
is a dividing line, a narrow strip along a steep edge. A borderland is a vague and
undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary. It
is in a constant state of transition. The prohibited and forbidden are its inhabitants.
Los atravesados live here: the squint-eyed, the perverse, the queer, the
troublesome, the mongrel, the mulatto, the half-breed, the half dead; in short,
those who cross over and pass over, or go through the confines of the “normal.”
(1)
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How we identify ourselves can change, it all comes down to the life experiences we
connect with the most at any given time. As I explained earlier, at one point in my life I
connected more with the term transnational Mexicana but now I connect more with the term
transnational Chicana. The change has everything to do with my life experiences.

This is why

specific colors, fabric textures, and decorations were chosen for my “Soy Nepantlera” design.
The design had to be representative of my life experiences. My design was also inspired by
Frida Kahlo’s wardrobe and by ancient Mesoamerican garments. Many Chicana fashion
designers, like me, get inspiration from Frida Kahlo or other sources, such as Mesoamerican
clothing. The actual places I have lived also greatly inspired me. I often have fond memories of
El Paso and Juarez and when I think of those places, earth tones and indigenous art come to
mind. When I think of Santa Barbara, vibrant colors and the beach come to mind. For the last
nineteen years I have lived in Los Angeles County and when I think of Los Angeles I think of
sparkly materials and city landscapes. Los Angeles has the biggest Mexican American
population than any other metropolitan city of its type in the U.S. and so Chicanas/os/Mexicans
in L.A. inspire me in general. So does culture, folklore, music, art, ancient figurines and my
father. My father is a musician and has always had a very unique fashion style. All of these
inspirations and experiences are piled up and “embedded” in my mind and eventually transferred
to my designs, as are evident in my “Soy Nepantlera” piece.
When I was preparing for my “Soy Nepantlera” design, I knew that hand painted artwork
would be an important addition to the piece. I envisioned the design with layers and text written
somewhere on it (see figure 3). El Paso is mostly made-up of desert and this is why I chose a
few earth tones for the design but I also wanted the vibrant colors to represent more than a place,
they had to have a deeper meaning. This is why I chose red, tan and purple for my design. The
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red symbolizes two things. It symbolizes the blood that is spilled by the thousands of
immigrants that lose their lives while attempting to cross over to el otra lado (the other side). It
also symbolizes happiness. Some Native American tribes, when participating in certain rituals,
apply red paint to their faces to signify happiness. I used tan to represent the El Paso desert and
the Aztec goddess Coatlicue (mother earth) (see figure 4). The color purple signifies importance
and something powerful or magical for some Native American tribes. I used purple to express
the same thing because my design was custom made for me, it represents my life experiences
and so it was important to me that the observer viewed me as a valuable and significant person in
and outside of the Chicana/o community.

Figure 3
“Soy Nepantlera” sketch by Fusionista

Figure 4
Coatlicue – Aztec mother earth
Source: http://art.pomona.edu/category/events/
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Including the bodice, my design has exactly four layers. The layers symbolize different
time periods of my life, the period when I lived in Mexico, the period when I lived in El Paso,
the period when I lived in Santa Barbara, and my life now in Los Angeles County. The
butterflies on the back of the design symbolize the spirit of immigrants that have lost their lives
while trying to come to America. Wire was the only decoration I used on my design but it
symbolizes various things. The wire symbolizes the barbed wire fences many immigrants
encounter on their migration to the U.S. and the wire many Chicanas and Chicanos encounter in
the prison system, juvenile halls, and even in high schools located in low income communities.
The wire also symbolizes barriers, like the ones many Chicanas and Chicanos encounter in
systems of higher education and in the work place.
Two images were drawn and painted on my “Soy Nepantlera” dress design. One is of a
sacred heart and the other is of a Toltécatl. I chose to have the image of a Toltécatl drawn on
my design because I felt very connected and inspired by the Toltéca people after I read an
excerpt from a book titled Aztec Thought and Culture: A Study of the Ancient Nahuatl Mind by
Miguel León Portilla. The excerpt described the Toltécatl as a true artist that did his/her work
with happiness and in a calm manner. I consider myself an artist and could relate to this
description. Toltéca people were also described as composers and inventors. León Portilla also
informed us that they made beautiful artwork and crafts out of different kinds of materials. I
chose the sacred heart image because it is a symbol often used in the Mexican and Chicana/o
culture. Many Chicanas/os/Latinas/os have tattoos of the sacred heart image. It is often included
in religious paintings and you also see it in religious spaces, like Catholic Churches. For the
Azteca, the heart contained a sacred energia (energy), Teyolia and the heart was considered the
seat of the soul. When you died your “teyolia” heart energia – spirit; returning to the heavens.
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The sacred heart image has a cultural and religious meaning, depending on who you ask. I chose
it because to me it symbolizes love.
The Toltécatl image was drawn on the fabric by my uncle Manuel Unzueta, who is a very
talented artist but I painted and added color to the image. However, I did draw and paint the
sacred heart. I am not very skilled when it comes to detailed images and so I asked my uncle, a
Toltécatl himself, to draw the image on my design. The Toltécatl was drawn in three separate
pieces because the concept of my design is Nepantla, the idea of being neither here nor there, in
disarray and so I didn’t want the artwork to be symmetrical or to look like it was drawn in usual
order. I wanted the Toltécatl to look broken, like Coyolxauhqui, the Aztec moon goddess (see
figure 5). The head of the Toltécatl was drawn on one layer of the dress, the feet on another and
the torso on a third layer. The text on the design I pulled from a poem in the same excerpt by
Miguel León Portilla and was meant to make a statement because of what it said and because of
where it was placed, which was on the edges of the three layers. The poem read:
The true artist draws all out of his/her heart; works with delight; makes things
with calm, with sagacity; works like a true Toltec; composes his objects; works
dexterously; invents; arranges materials; adorns them; makes them adjust. (168)
At the center back, on the waistline of my dress design I wrote the word Nepantlera. It
was put specifically there because I want that to be a focal point; I want that word to be what
people read as I walk away. The specific placement of the word, in street terms, is meant to be
like a tag, a placaso; my signature. After all, I am a Nepantlera; a Chicana always caught in the
middle of two worlds, two cultures, neither here nor there; always trying to create a new middle.
It is important for me that the world knows this.
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Figure 5
Coyolxauhqui – Aztec moon goddess stone monument
Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coyolxauhqui_disc.JPG

Frida Inspired Design

My Frida inspired design is the one I am the most excited about. This design is definitely
a homage to Frida but in addition, it represents her spirit, which in my opinion has never left us.
Frida Kahlo died in 1954 but her inspiration through her artwork, words and clothing is very
much alive. She captured many hearts while she was alive and she continues to capture the
hearts of those of us that were introduced to her after her death. Frida to me symbolizes
strength, yet her fashion sense represents softness, if you will. Frida had to be a strong minded
and outspoken woman because of the hardships in life she had experienced due to her accident
and the heartbreaks she had experienced because of her husband, artist Diego Rivera.
When I think of Frida and the clothing she wore; bright colors, different patterns on the
fabric, Tehuana style clothing, and certain images come to mind. My Frida design includes
these four elements.

The design has various bright colors on it but the one that purposely stands
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out the most is a bright pink. Frida could sometimes be a little rough around the edges but her
clothing represented the opposite and appeared soft and smooth.

Pink symbolizes that “soft”

side of her and it also represents her love for life. Frida loved life, despite all her negative
experiences. The different patterns on my Frida design express that Frida had a way with
clothes. She could put anything together and it looked great and ahead of its time. Tehuana
style dresses, skirts and tops were what Frida wore the most and it is the reason I chose to
replicate one of Frida’s Tehuana style outfits.

One of the fabrics I chose for my Frida design

has calavera (skeleton) images on it and the other has polka dots. The idea here was to put
different prints on one design that might not necessarily be put together on other occasions to
create a beautiful design that looked very well combined. Frida was in my opinion a fashion risk
taker and would have probably liked the combination of the two prints. The calavera fabric print
specifically represents the fact that Frida passed away but the overall design represents that her
spirit still lives. As more Chicanas create designs inspired by her and more of us wear clothing
similar to hers, we keep her spirit alive. Frida in many ways lives through us as do our
Mesoamerican ancestors.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Implications for Further Research

Extensive research on Chicana identity in general exists, such as Out of the Margins:
Identity Formation in Contemporary Chicana Writings by Ewa Alicja Antoszek, Chicana/o
Subjectivity and the Politics of Identity: Between Recognition and Revolution by Carlos Gallego,
and "This is our home!" Chicana oral histories: (Story)telling life, love and identity in the
Midwest by Kandace J. Kreel. The results of the current study have implications for the study of
fashion and specifically how it helps support Chicana identity development. The study of
fashion and Chicana identity development is crucial at this time because terms like Chipster
attempt to remove all critical, intellectual, and political connotations from the term Chicana/o.
The Chipster term, is an attack on the term Chicana/o and an attempt to replace and dilute its
essence and significance with superficial media “branding.” We have to defend the deeper
meaning of Chicana/o. According to a current segment on Telemundo, Los Chipsters from Boyle
Heights, chipsters are Chicanas/os that want to live in the modern world and in the past and have
a “certain” taste in fashion, like “certain” types of movies, eat “certain” types of food, and like
“certain” types of music. Examples they provided for chipster fashion included clothing from
the 60s, 70s and 80s, t-shirts with images of Emiliano Zapata, Frida Kahlo, and calaveras
(skeletons). Chipsters, the segment explained, often wear second hand clothing and items like
fedora hats and silk vests. A young man on the segment, that identified himself as a chipster,
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stated he likes music by Julieta Venegas, Jaguares, Mana, and some pop music. Movies like
Amores Perros, were described as chipster type movies.

Many Chicanas/os wear t-shirts with these same images except that if you break down the
term chipster, it is a cross between Chicana/o and the Euroamerican term hipster. The term
Chicana/o has no association to Europe or hipsters from Europe. This becomes a huge issue and
point of contention for many Chicanas/os. Many Chicanas/os reject the use of the term chipster
because they believe that the term is a marketing strategy by those only interested in
consumerism and homogenizing Chicanas/os into a white hipster privileged identity, which is
non-political and according to Alicia Escalante, “an attempt to consolidate its political and
economic control over the Chicana/o community by creating a false image of an autonomous yet
fashionable identity” (“Los Chipsters”). Another view by concerned Chicanas/os is that it all
comes down to the exploitation of younger Chicanas/os that will be enticed to literally buy into
the chipster identity. With such a large Mexican/Chicana/o population in Los Angeles County,
the profits would be enormous. In a country where consumerism is priority and Chicanas are
considered chipsters; one has to ask, can Chicana fashion maintain visual “power” for much
longer?

Recommendations

With the term Chicana/o under attack, more research is needed on the ever changing
context of Mexican descent people in the U.S. and how complex social changes impact ethnic
identity. Most relevant to my work is how fashion can strengthen group identity in challenging
times. The cultural, familial, occupational, peer and community will need to be looked at in their
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own contexts. Looking at each aspect separately yet interconnected may help researchers
demonstrate whether it is within the community context or within another context that Chicana
fashion plays the biggest role and/or its level of influence to transform conventional
mainstream’s understanding of the Chicano people.
This study points to the importance of the community context and fashion as a tool for
healing. It is a fact that fashion brings Chicanas/os together and it is at this point that it is like a
healing tool. It is in our communities where we can affirm and maintain our Chicana/o identities
by participating in and promoting Chicana/o organized venues and events as well as have the
work of Chicana/o designers and artists/artisans sold at these events. Through supporting our
fashion artists, we support our identity. It is all about supporting each other; it is all about
supporting identity development.

Limitations

One limitation of the study was that the data collected was only from females. Although
the data I collected was very informative, educational and rich, it would be beneficial for further
research to also include male participants so that we can be aware of how big of a role fashion
plays in their lives and how clothing supports their identity.
Another limitation of the study was the age range of the group. All participants but two
were in their late 40’s to early 50’s, one participant was in her 80’s and the other was in her early
30’s. It would be greatly beneficial for future research to include participants that are in their
teens, 20’s, 60’s, 70’s, and even in their 90’s.
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Looking to the future, the biggest limitation but probably the most important for Chicanas
just starting their research will be to approach their studies in a way that helps them move
towards a new consciousness, la consciencia de la mestiza. Chicana feminist, Gloria Anzaldúa
(1999), wrote of the need for this type of consciousness. She argues that this is important
because la mestiza has a unique experience and she is in a unique mental state of nepantilism.
La mestiza’s experience, Anzaldúa (1999) explains, is “cradled in one culture, sandwiched
between two cultures, straddling all three cultures and their value systems, la mestiza undergoes
a struggle of flesh, a struggle of borders, an inner war” (100). In turn, what this experience will
do is allow Chicanas to present and adopt new perspectives when it comes to history and
misconceptions about her. In this way we can create a decolonizing, healing and empowering
vision that counters the injustices that were/are imposed on us. New perspectives will, according
to Anzaldúa (1999), allow for a “massive uprooting of dualistic thinking in the individual and
collective consciousness,” something all Chicanas know will be a long and tough road “but one
that could, in our best hopes, bring us to the end of rape, of violence, of war” (102).
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